
night_shade_1 
 

night_shade_1: this song sure will wake me up 

D r a z: watches shade wake to  the funk  

night_shade_1: *stands and rocks my hips to this song...just watch lol* 

D r a z: lean s  back an watches  

night_shade_1: *winks at Lia as she works hard...and rolls my hips left and right* 

night_shade_1: *rocks my hips..snaps my fingers and funks You up with my body* 

D r a z: smiles as the hips sashay left then right  

night_shade_1: *skips and dances around Lia and Steffanie...sways my hips as the music 

changes and lets my hair down* 

D r a z:  smiles watching the hair switching side to side as the hips take up the beat 

night_shade_1: *shakes my hair loose..smiles and snaps my fingers to keep up with the 

beat* 

D r a z: taps my  hand to  the funky beat 

joyful lia: smiles...watches  

D r a z: whole lot of rythmn going down  

night_shade_1: *sings into Lia's ear....You got to have the funk...... as my hips sway right 

and left so my feet don't fall asleep* 

joyful lia: ohh we got the funk,grins  

D r a z: lia knows how to funk  

night_shade_1: *giggles at how well D r a z knows Lia* 

night_shade_1: *dances around kenny..shakes my head and lets my long hair hang down 

my back ...while my hips move with the funk* 

D r a z: winks at shade ,,,,,,,, and i just know  you like to  get funky  

night_shade_1: *rocks my head and hips side to side..snaps my fingers as Lia tries not to 

give away to much* 

night_shade_1: *smiles ..spins around the dance floor...with my hands sliding up and 

down my younge body while i roll with the music* 

D r a z: winks at the funky shade  as the hands roam  

night_shade_1: *jumps onto the bar....unzips my top ..waves my top over my head and 

tosses it at the quiet kenny...and shows off my black lace bra* 

D r a z: smiles looking at shade as she rocks to  the beat 

night_shade_1: *sticks my tongue out at the room..winks and lets my small pink tongue 

roll over my bottom lip as it movs with the d/j's song* 

D r a z: leans over and pulls the top off kennys head  and slides it behind the bar 

D r a z: watches the seductive moves on the bar  

night_shade_1: thank you D r a z we would hate kenny not beable to see  

D r a z:  laffss it would be a travesty 

choc_fun_2: slides in wondering what is happening on the bar 

night_shade_1: *spins kicks my feet up..rocks with the beat and archs my back as i grip 

the bar with both hands....letting my hair brush against the bar and pushs my hips up and 

down* 

D r a z: watches  the undulating hips .........and taps the beat out on the bar 



night_shade_1: *smiles as i move with the beat letting my hips and hair sway side to side 

while my young body rocks with the music * 

D r a z: watches as  the hypnotic beat moves shade  to sway amnd  rock 

night_shade_1: *trusts my hips making my ass bounce on the bar ...while my firm boobs 

makes my bra look smaller as they move with the beat of the d/j's music* 

D r a z: smiles as iwatch  you hypnotise  

night_shade_1: *winks ..wets m y lips with the tip of my pink snake like tongue..rocks 

side to side on the bar while i grip the sides to keep from sliding off* 

D r a z: smiles  as i watch the naughty  girl dance to the beat 

ukjake39: makes myself comfy to watch the hot dancing 

night_shade_1: *archs my hips and back letting my shoulders push down onto the 

bar..rocks my head and uses the beat to move too on the wooden bar* 

D r a z: smiles watching nightshades sexy body  move  

night_shade_1: *closes my eyes ..grips the bar over my head and bends my knees so my 

feet are flat to thrust my hips with the new beat* 

D r a z: leans back mesmerised  by the  dancer  

night_shade_1: *rolls over smiles and rocks up and down on the bar as if someone is 

moving my hips as my hair hangs down my shoulders ..rocks my my hips right and left on 

my hands and knees * 

night_shade_1: *winks licks my bottom lip as my ass sways right and left using the beat 

to move my small firm tits with the beat of the music* 

ukjake39: thought that said licks my bottom at first...i thought hmm long tongue 

D r a z: watches as  shade  moves  to a sultry  blues beat 

night_shade_1: *wiggles my fingers at the returning kenny...sways my ass...while my 

body slides down onto the bar crushs my tits and and lets my tummy grind nice and slow 

with the slow song* 

kennyw_3: watches shade do her thing 

D r a z:  grins at  the very lithe  shade as she moves to the beat 

night_shade_1: *slides my knees apart as the beat sways my hips and moves up and 

down ......letting my ass move in my tight shorts and my hair covering my shoulders and 

face while i sway over the bar* 

night_shade_1: *winks at jake sorry i didn't mean to make you leave* 

ukjake39: lol night you wouldnt do that..i wasnt concentrating and fell off my perch 

D r a z: shes a naughtly little girl and she knows we like it that way 

night_shade_1: *kicks up archs my body so my breasts can be seen under my hair 

....winks at the d/j wiggles my ass as my hands grip the bar more to feek from smashing 

my face onto the bar as i rock side to side* 

D r a z: grins at shade as she shakes it to the tune  

ukjake39: very hot dancing from shade mhmmmm 

night_shade_1: *rolls onto my ass thrusts my hips up ..shakes my head and lets my 

young body rock with the music while my thighs open and close* 

ukjake39: is it warm in here or is it just me  

night_shade_1: *kicks my shoes off..smiles and snaps my head left and right ...while i 

clean the bar with my soft ass letting my long hair move with my hips * 



D r a z:  shade should be called furnace 

night_shade_1: *smiles at jake while i rock side to side letting my long hair brush the bar 

and sway with my shoulders as they shimmy side to side* 

ukjake39: readjusts in my seat as i watch 

night_shade_1: *rocks over the bar..blows a kiss to the room.....letting my young body 

move with the music as my bra barely hides my boobs while they move under the bra 

letting my ass move up and down as if being spanked * 

D r a z: catches a kiss and sees it go wild when i put it in my shirt 

night_shade_1: *bites my bottom lip...tosses my head and lets my creamy thighs open 

and close with the beat while the room gets silent....looks around and lets my hips and 

shoulders rock side to side* 

D r a z: smiles watching   those hips 

ukjake39: plops my hat on my lap 

night_shade_1: *closes my eyes ..twrills to face the room....smiles as my hair hangs 

down my back and tickles my ass unclips my bra..an slides onto my feet dances in circles 

letting my long hair cover my shoulders and boobs as it slips off each shoulder ....* 

D r a z: winks at shade as she bumps and grinds as the bra drops down the arms  

night_shade_1: *blushs and lays my bra onto the bar ......stands still letting my hair hide 

what the 4 eyes are on and smiles **** 

ukjake39: wonders whether to pick it up for a souvenir but that would mean looking 

away 

night_shade_1: *spins around letting my firm ass sway and my black hair brush my 

back..snaps my fingers as my nipples poke out of my under my hair but no one sees them  

D r a z: grins as the hair swishes to and from giving glimpses  and watches shades body  

move  ........the firm butt    pumping 

night_shade_1: *grabs the bar with both my small hands ..smiles and rocks side to side 

letting my hair sway over my ass letting the beat move my body * 

night_shade_1: * winks into the mirror....tosses my head back as my firm tits move 

under my hair and lets the new beat move my ass left and right more* 

ukjake39: sits transfixed watching shade 

D r a z: grins tapping the beat to the rythmn of shades ass shaking 

night_shade_1: *spins around ..smiles as my breasts make my hair move ...looks down 

winks at D r a z and tosses my head back thrusts my hips grips the bar and lets the two 

men get a good look at my young body move to the music* 

ukjake39: loving shade's dancing and readjusts his hat 

night_shade_1: *blows a kiss to jake....rolls my hips and lets my young body move 

against the bar while i turn around again* 

D r a z: the young body holding  full attention  ......... watching it all go down      ........gets 

a good view as the hair sways out and back 

ukjake39: catches shades kiss and saves it for later 

night_shade_1: *rocks side to side..smiles into the mirror and lets my hair cover my butt 

as my hair slides off om boobs i grab my bra covers them and walks back to the dressing 

room* 

ukjake39: dabs my brow with a tissue 



ukjake39: takes a big slurp iof my cold drink 

D r a z: winks at shade .................and stands and applauds ........... bravo  shade  .......... 

D r a z: so very hot and sexy  

night_shade_1: *blows you both a kiss ..bumps the door open with my hip and winks * 

ukjake39: joins draz in the applause wootwoot 

night_shade_1: yw guys  

D r a z: smiles watching shade  and my hands get raw from clapping 

D r a z:  damn these people dont know what they missed 

ukjake39: seconds draz's comments 

night_shade_1: *smiles slips back in..stops at the bar..can i get some water D r a z? 

night_shade_1: if we had many more not sure i would have danced like that 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to shade  *winks 

ukjake39: well i would hate it to have interfered with my view 
D r a z: smiles then we were lucky  to get to see it 

 

Phedre, Pecan Princess and tigerzjill 

Phedre: *sambas around the room feeling that feeling.. *  

Pecan Princess: sips and starts to sway, gets up from the barstool and slides around, 

spins, sways and rocks 

Phedre: *my glass raised high then tilting back as I drink more*  

D r a z: watches as pecan spins around  ........  

Pecan Princess: joins the ladies and continues to sway and to move 

mylstoknowhere: watches the dance floor and the swayin and sambs's going on  

Pecan Princess: sips again, carefull not to spill and spins again, sways and twirls 

Phedre: *bites my bottom lip swaying to the music my other hand resting on Jill Hip 

showing her how to move for the samba*  

karate820: sits down and gets comfy..watching the swaying dancing ladies  

D r a z: smiles watching as the girls free their  samba mambos  

Pecan Princess: sips once more, pauses for the brain freeze, giggles and starts to sway 

and spin once more 

tigerzjill: relaxing trying to get the hip movement right  

Pecan Princess: slows and gives Jill a hip bump, places an arm around her and starts 

swaying again 

Phedre: *smiles and one and togehter and back and together and together.  

karate820: grins...  

karate820: sway those hips jill  

Pecan Princess: roll em girl...like ocean in motion 

tigerzjill: smiles and giggles takes a big sip  

tigerzjill: and starts to relax getting into the sway  

Pecan Princess: spins and rolls the hips, left to right, right to left 



Phedre: *smiles and takes a big sip too*  

Pecan Princess: doesnt want to feel left out, takes the last sip and hollers 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm watches those hips  

Pecan Princess: bartender...one of whatever they are drinkin ! 

karate820: wohoo  

tigerzjill: grins and chugs the rest down....sets my glass on the table and gets back in line  

tigerzjill: wraps my arms around Phedre and Pecan  

Pecan Princess: keeps the swaying and rolling of the hips going and loops the arm around 

Jill once more 

tigerzjill: rolling my hips  

D r a z: tops up each of  the drinks  

Pecan Princess: wooooooohoooooooo, here we go ladies ! 

Phedre: *smiles and finishes off my Caiparinha and sets the glass down resting my hands 

on Jills hips dancing. *  

tigerzjill: mmm blushes with all this attention  

Pecan Princess: moves behind Jill, hands on her hips as well and continues to sway 

Pecan Princess: circles one hand on her butt....very very very slowly 

tigerzjill: bites my lower lip as i keep moving to the music  

Phedre: *laughs softly and slips out of line to get my drink.. *  

tigerzjill: tossing my hair as i sway and roll my hips  

Pecan Princess: moves as Jill does, one hand glides over her hip, the other in nearly slow 

motion on the lovely rounded behind 

karate820: just watches the wonderous sight  

tigerzjill: pecan and phedre are such wonderful dancers  

Pecan Princess: spins and pushes my butt to hers and sways again as she does 

D r a z: watches the girls as they samba  

dirtyoldman23: applauds 

Phedre: *takes another sip of my drink and steps back into the samba line resting my 

hands on Pecans hips*  

Pecan Princess: tosses the hair, gives that sultry pecan look and continues the slow sway 

and grind 

dirtyoldman23: gabi should be here to work on wardrobe 

tigerzjill: bumping hips with Pecan and Phedre giggling  

Pecan Princess: spins to let Phedre back in and resumes moving with the ladies 

Phedre: *laughs softly at Jills hip bumps and spins my arms working in time with the 

Samba tune*  

dirtyoldman23: thats a new kids show Samba the Turtle 

Phedre: Laughs and tosses my head hair fluing as I add in a spin and arm flourishes*  

Pecan Princess: spins to Phedre, then to Jill 

tigerzjill: smiles sashaing to the bar for another drink....watching the beautiful ladies 

dance  

Phedre: *grins* thanks Trisha..  

dirtyoldman23: hi scott 



Phedre: *wiggles and flourishes my arms in time with my swaying hips gently taking 

Pecans hand and drawing her with me as I take Jills hand pulling her back into the dance. 

*  

ramster77: looks around at many eye pleasing things 

Pecan Princess: moves with Phedre, pulls Jill in as well 

tigerzjill: smiles as i start to sway again  

Pecan Princess: moves behind Jill, hand glides along her hip, around and across to the 

other hip 

Pecan Princess: slides behind Phedre, again gliding a hand along her hip, then the other 

tigerzjill: pressing back into pecan as she helps me move to the music  

Phedre: *Laughs softly feeling my inhibition slip away as the music and the liquor hazes 

my brain* 

Pecan Princess: takes a big hit of the drink, then slides back in, spins around each lady, 

then backs into Phedre, slowly rolls the hips into her body 

Pecan Princess: spins to Jill, presses to her and sways into and with her 

Phedre: *rests my hips on pecan's as she wiggles back into me I smile and match her my 

body wiggling in sync with hers. *  

Pecan Princess: joins Phedre again and feels the roll and grind, looks at her and winks as 

we both continue the sultry movements 

Phedre: laughs softly and gently draws Jill into the dance again spinning her into Pegans 

arms again*  

tigerzjill: all this dancing is making me warm.....as i start to unbutton my top letting it 

flap open as i spin again  

Pecan Princess: pulls Jill into me, and feels her move...all three of us in sync with the 

music 

Phedre: wiggles to the beat and gently slips out of the dance sitting on a barstool to take 

a sip of the Sunse Caiparinha fanning my face with my hand, * 

tigerzjill: mmmm smiling big  

D r a z: winks at phedre as she sips the drink  

Phedre: *winks back a sly smile curling my lips* 

tigerzjill: my lacy red bra showing as i spin with pecan  

mylstoknowhere: watchin the buttons unbutton 

Pecan Princess: holds Jill gently by the hand, twirls her, then brings her back to me, my 

hand across her body as we keep moving 

D r a z: grins watching  the samba  girls ....  

tigerzjill: my hand on Pecan;s hip as we move  

Phedre: *finishes off my Sunset Caiparinha and licks my bottom lip as I put the coaster 

over the top of the glass and slip back in to dance with Pecan and Jill.  

Pecan Princess: leads Jill a few feet, then spins her and presses to her, again the hand on 

her hip and spins her to Phedre as she approaches 

tigerzjill: moves close to Phedre kissing her cheek softly as i smile  

Phedre: *smiles and gently catches Jill from the spin and kisses her cheek.. * thanks 

Beautiful that was a blast.  

D r a z: smiles as i stand  and applaud  the samba dancers ...... great girls !!! 



tigerzjill: grins TY  

mylstoknowhere: winks bk at the sexy samba dancer 

tigerzjill: kisses Pecan's cheek and then Phedre's....  

Phedre: *smiles and courtseys* thanks Draz 

Pecan Princess: smiles, holds the hand of the others in a group bow 

Pecan Princess: thank you 

tigerzjill: whispers TY for being so patient with me   

D r a z: laffs and .....bravo!!! 

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooo applaudes the dancers 

Sasha_J79: woohooooo! good job, ladies! 

Phedre: smiles there's not much to be patient with Jill you're talented with whatever you 

do*  

tigerzjill: awwww TY  

D r a z: you  do well jill ....... all of  you did ........ ty phedre , pecan and jill 

Phedre: Blushes and bows with Pecan and Jill again,.  
Phedre: You're welcome Jill 

 

 

Gabriela92 and Phedre 

 

Gabriela92: pulls Phedre over to the dance floor and goes into a swing dance... 

Phedre: hummmm okay.. lol *slips back into my barstool next to Gabriela and sips at my 

boostier* 

Gabriela92: c'mon, time for some activity! 

Phedre: *smiles and  dances with Gabriela my hand restin on her left hip as my other 

hand takes her right*  

Gabriela92: two steps left...two right.... pulls her into a spin, then back out... 

Gabriela92: steps under an outstretched arm.... 

Gabriela92: half turns.... 

sweet treasure: wow what a beat change 

Phedre: *smiles and gently spins Gabriela out and back drawing her back to me*  

mylstoknowhere: almost seen ur cooter as u did 

Gabriela92: boogies with Phedre.... 

Phedre: *speeds up the dance with Gabriela as the tune changes*  

Gabriela92: shifting feet quickly on the floor.... 

Phedre: *wiggles my hips to the beat my hair tossing lightly aroundmy head in an auburn 

waves*  

Phedre: *laughs and slows down again gently taking Gabriela's hands and wiggling close 

as the music changes.*  



Phedre: *my hands gently lifting hers haigh over my head and looks soflty into her 

eyesmy feet strutting back and forth to the beat*  

Gabriela92: shuffles the feet forward and back... 

Gabriela92: slides left and right.... 

mylstoknowhere: hi hello kristi & wb 

Gabriela92: claps... spins twice left, hair flying horizontally.... 

Phedre: *smiles and wiggles with Gabriela matching her shuffles and slides*  

Gabriela92: snaps my head down and back up, flipping my hair back 

Phedre: The auburn and Glistening brunette hair flaying in unision 

Gabriela92: shimmies down into a crouch and back up to standing.... 

Gabriela92: hands on Phedre's shoulders, walking backwards, then forwards..... 

Gabriela92: side-steps three times to the right.... 

Phedre: *shimmies with Gabriela my hands resting over hers on my shoulders*  

Gabriela92: turns 180 so my back is to Phedre... backs into her.... 

mylstoknowhere: watchin the dancers rock out! 

Phedre: *wiggles my butt against Gabrielas stepping back as she steps forward our steps 

synchronized*  

Gabriela92: swivels my hips left and right as I bend my knees deeply... 

Gabriela92: slowly stands again.... 

Gabriela92: reaches both arms upward, then lets them fall relaxedly to each side to my 

hips... 

Phedre: *turns and watches Gabriela my arms mimicing her motions. *  

Gabriela92: slowly windmills the arms into a swimming motion.... 

Gabriela92: both arms forward and horizontal.. snapping the fingers.... 

Phedre: *takes a step forward and rests my hands on her shoulders as she swims 

towards me. *  

Gabriela92: swings one out to the side... then the other.... 

Gabriela92: swings them in as I close on Phedre, clamping my open palms on her rib cage 

under her outstretched arms.... 

Gabriela92: slides them slowly up and down her torso, from armpits to hips... 

Gabriela92: rocking my head from shoulder to shoulder... 

Phedre: *smiles and slowly snakes my torso under her touch my eyes glazing slightly*  

D r a z: grins watching  gabri and Phedre....... rock to each other 

Gabriela92: quick circular head snap, flipping the hair around in a vertical circle, slapping 

Phedre's arms with it.... 

Gabriela92: steps left, middle, right, middle, over and over... 

Phedre: *smiles and feels the soft slap of Gabriela's hair flick lightly over my forearms.  

Gabriela92: moving slightly forward and back with each cycle 

Phedre: my feet matching Gabriela's in an oppsing rythym my teeth nipping at my bottom 

lip*  

Gabriela92: drops my hands and moves next to Phedre, facing the same direction and 

forming a two-person line dance.... 

Gabriela92: Hi, Eisy. 

Gabriela92: retreats to the bar to retrieve my beer... 



Phedre: *gently takes Gabriela's hands and line dances with her*  

Gabriela92: fanning myself cooler with an open, flattened hand... whew!!!! 

D r a z: watches gabri fanning  

Phedre: *smiles and slips into my barstool next to Gabriela and takes a large draw off the 

straw in my drink panting softly*  

D r a z: woo hoo  you two  .........winks  

Gabriela92: hops back up on the stool and turns to face outward, leaning back on my 

elbows on the edge of the bar. 

Gabriela92: nodding my head to the beat 

D r a z: thanks fordancing  you  two ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.very hot 

 

 

Gabriela92 

 

Gabriela92: hops up... runs to the dance floor.... 

Gabriela92: starts high-stepping rapidly.... 

Gabriela92: shaking my hair out.... 

Gabriela92: hands overhead, clapping to the beat.... 

bigbadwoof2008: sexy ladies 

Gabriela92: then finger-snapping.... 

Kelleen: dancing doing an S curve with my body 

Gabriela92: swings my head, whipping my hair around in a loop... 

D r a z: stamps  my feeet  to the beat  

Gabriela92: yanks the white linen blouse out of the waist of of my new burgundy leather 

miniskirt.... 

Gabriela92: unbuttons the front all the way down, tying the tails into a knot halfway 

between my bra and my navel.... 

Kelleen: grns licking my lips my tshirt tight  

bigbadwoof2008: tucking a $20 bill inside Gabri's bra 

D r a z:  slaps  my   hand on the bar watching  to gabri ........ for  the thoughts im having 

....I am going to hell 

Gabriela92: puckers my lips and closes my eyes as the song slows a bit... 

bigbadwoof2008: we do have lightening rod i hope 

Gabriela92: runs my flattened hand slowly up the front of the skirt... up my bare tummy... 

over the rise of my tightly-bound boobs..... 

Gabriela92: up the sides of my neck.... 

bigbadwoof2008: omg Gabri 

D r a z: smiles as the flesh moves under fingers  

Gabriela92: up into my hair, raising it up off my shoulders... 

Gabriela92: stretching it out horizontally before letting it fall again... 

bigbadwoof2008: you are making my heart pound Gabri 



Gabriela92: shifts my feet to the beat, throwing hips to one side, turning my head toward 

the other.... 

Gabriela92: back and forth..... 

D r a z: stands ready with defib ......... checks oxygen  

Gabriela92: swivels my hips in quick, tight circles, knees slightly bent.... 

D r a z: decides the coroner is best bet  

Gabriela92: snapping fingers overhead again.... 

bigbadwoof2008: Gabri you are such a beautiful sexy lady 

Gabriela92: drags fingertips down my face.... 

Gabriela92: down the neck... chest.... 

Gabriela92: waist.... 

tigerzjill: smiles as i stare at Gabriela dancing 

Gabriela92: rests them on my hips and gyrates around... 

bigbadwoof2008: draz ....  start that defib 

Gabriela92: stomps dramatically across the dance floor from corner to corner..... 

Gabriela92: stopping every few steps to swivel.... 

bigbadwoof2008: whewwwwwwwwwwww that is hottttt Gabri 

kelli-: sits back down .. watching Gab 

Gabriela92: leans backwards, letting my hair fall behind me, almost to the point of 

tipping over..... 

Gabriela92: snaps my head forward, throwing my hair over my face.... 

Gabriela92: then flips it back again.... 

kelli-: claps to the beat  

bigbadwoof2008: mmm mmmmm 

Gabriela92: grasps the hem of the skirt on both sides, just behind the hip bones.... 

Gabriela92: slides it back and forth across the back of my thighs.... 

bigbadwoof2008: good gawd gabri 

Gabriela92: raising it up just a couple millimeters with each slide... 

bigbadwoof2008: you are going to kill me 

Gabriela92: turns my back and bends slightly forward.... 

Gabriela92: the little crease between my legs and buns just beginning to creep into 

view.... 

bigbadwoof2008: very nice gabri 

Gabriela92: bends a little farther.... 

D r a z: woo hoo gabri   

bigbadwoof2008: this is best show yet 

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy gabri 

Gabriela92: the bottom edge of the high-cut lace panties that almost match the burgundy 

of my skirt now showing.... 

kelli-: giggles at woofs excitement 

Gabriela92: strides toward the stage and quickly mounts the stairs... 

bigbadwoof2008: remember kelli i've been gone for several months 

Gabriela92: moves to the front brass pole.... 

kelli-: eyes glued to Gab... what's next???  



bigbadwoof2008: the pole the pole 

Gabriela92: turns my back and rubs the back of the skirt slowly up and down on the 

smooth, hard, cool, shiny metal... 

Gabriela92: then shakes my backside across it from side to side.... 

kelli-: whispers to Jill... watch and learn from the best  

Gabriela92: turns to the pole, grabbing with both hands, shoulder high.... 

Gabriela92: swings left.... 

Gabriela92: swings right... 

bigbadwoof2008: throwing several $20s at base of pole 

Gabriela92: pulls myself in tight... 

tigerzjill: leans to kelli kissing her sweetly....you and she are the best 

Gabriela92: flexes my knees deeply, straddling the stiff rod..... 

bigbadwoof2008: go girl 

Gabriela92: rubbing it slowly up and down the front of the blouse, between my boobs.... 

kelli-: giggles at "stiff rod" 

bigbadwoof2008: omg gabri 

kelli-: clapping every other beat to encourage Gab 

Gabriela92: spreads my feet apart, my legs in a wide V.... 

bigbadwoof2008: now i am getting stiff   lol 

Gabriela92: extends my arms and leans backwards, hair cascading back... 

D r a z: rigor mortis ........ 

kelli-: asks Draz to pour woof "a stiff drink" 

Gabriela92: humping the front of the skirt up and down on the pole... 

bigbadwoof2008: Gabri you are a sex goddess 

Gabriela92: yanking up the front hem of the skirt, exposing the panties and rubbing the 

front of them up and down on the shiny, smooth metal.... 

Gabriela92: looks right at Woof and dramatically runs my long, wet tongue completely 

around the bright pink lip gloss on my mouth... 

bigbadwoof2008: mmmm mmmmm  cutie 

Gabriela92: steps in close and hugs the pole tightly to my chest... 

Gabriela92: tilts my head horizontally.... 

Gabriela92: runs my tongue up and down the pole, several inches.... 

bigbadwoof2008: oh gawd 

Gabriela92: steps back and fumbles to untie the knotted blouse.... 

kelli-: googles.. "gawd" 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

Gabriela92: lets it fall open... 

Gabriela92: yanks it off my shoulders and lets it slither down my arms to my wrists... 

kelli-: tries to whistle 

D r a z: smiles watching  the top  

Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders, shaking my boobs in my bra, and causing the blouse 

to fall to the stage floor... 

kelli-: isn't the top I'm watching 

Gabriela92: kicks it off the edge of the stage... 



bigbadwoof2008: I empty the last of my 20s at Gabri's feet .... take it all girl 

kelli-: catches it 

tigerzjill: can only nod to agree with kelli 

Gabriela92: reaches my hands around to the back of the skirt... 

kelli-: folds the top and hands it to Draz 

D r a z: slips it behind the bar  

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper with my back turned to the group, looking back over my 

shoulder... 

Gabriela92: thumbs in the waistband... 

Gabriela92: sliding it down over my hips.... 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm gabri 

kelli-: holds my breath without thinking 

Gabriela92: shakes my backside as it emerges from the leather... 

Gabriela92: it falls to my ankles.... 

D r a z: smiles seeing  the pale flesh as it appears from the leather 

bigbadwoof2008: sipping my modelo and eyes fixated on Gabri's every move 

Gabriela92: steps out with one foot, and launches it over to the bar with the other... 

kelli-: stands on the foot rest to catch it 

kelli-: flips it onto my shoulder  

Gabriela92: sways to the bluesy tune, arms overhead, turning slowly.... 

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy body gabri 

Gabriela92: holds the pole in one hand and swings around it in a circle... 

kelli-: mmmmm soft moan  

Gabriela92: turns my back to the pole.... 

bigbadwoof2008: i am italian not polish 

Gabriela92: pushes the back of my panties down my buns halfway... 

kelli-: grins and claps the beat 

Gabriela92: backs into the cool metal, shivering a little as my smooth buns make 

contact... 

bigbadwoof2008: sexy buns mmm  

tigerzjill: finds myself swaying to the musc in my chair staring 

Gabriela92: pushes the panties all the way to the bottom of my buns, backing in tighter 

and forcing the pole between my cheeks... 

bigbadwoof2008: omg 

Gabriela92: reaches back to take one cheek in each hand... 

D r a z:  grins   watching   the charmer dance  the pole between the buns   

bigbadwoof2008: thick hard pole between gabri's cheeks mm mmmm 

Gabriela92: pulls them apart and snuggles in even tighter...shaking my hips slightly from 

side to side.... 

kelli-: sooo hard to stay still watching Gab  

Gabriela92: bends dramatically forward at the waist, reaching down to grasp my ankles... 

Gabriela92: moves my feet further and further apart, which lowers my backside down the 

pole... 

Gabriela92: eventually I can't hold myself up, and gravity slides me down to the stage 



floor... 

tigerzjill: squirming next to kelli agreeing  

bigbadwoof2008: you are the best gabri 

Gabriela92: flops forward onto my tummy, pulling my panties back on in one smooth 

motion... 

D r a z: wooo hoo gabri 

kelli-: awwww 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: inchworms forward toward the edge of the stage... 

bigbadwoof2008: great show gabri 

tigerzjill: clapping wowwwww 

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back and pushes with my feet... 

Gabriela92: heels up tight against my buns.. 

Gabriela92: thrusts my hips straight up toward the ceiling....pulsing my pelvis several 

times.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  those hips pump to the beat  

Gabriela92: it musta been a helluva party!!!!!!!1 

tigerzjill: lets out a soft moan without realizing it....blishes 

Gabriela92: pushes the panties real low on my hips again... 

kelli-: smiles and giggles .. nice huh Jill? 

D r a z: winks   at gabri  ....sexy littlething  

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my hands and knees and crawls forward ferally.... 

Gabriela92: gives one person after another a fierce, smoldering look before tossing my 

hair down over my face and back over my shoulders again... 

kelli-: tapping out the beat on the bar 

kelli-: winks at Gab.. huge smile 

Gabriela92: gets up onto my knees.... 

kelli-: licks my lips 

bigbadwoof2008: you know how to work the crowd 

Gabriela92: spreads my thighs apart.... 

bigbadwoof2008: you sexy little thing 

Gabriela92: leans back until my hair sweeps the stage, swinging my head side to side.... 

Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders, shaking my boobs at the ceiling.... 

bigbadwoof2008: the sexy bruin 

kelli-: smiles ... sooooo wants to reach out and touch someone...  

kelli-: and I don't mean by phone either 

Gabriela92: unhooks the front of the bra and lets it fall back off my shoulders to the floor, 

then leans back up onto my knees again.... 

bigbadwoof2008: omg Gabriela 

D r a z:  smiles as gabris breast  jiggle in the lights 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through the hair again.... 

Gabriela92: snaps my head forward, covering my face and upper chest with my hair... 

Gabriela92: then flips it back again... 

bigbadwoof2008: trying to get good peek of Gabri's nipples 



Gabriela92: jumps to my feet and grinds my hips... 

Gabriela92: clad from the bottom up in... shoes, panties, lip gloss, earrings, and 

mascara... 

kelli-: damn mascara 

Gabriela92: runs my hands down my neck... 

Gabriela92: center of my sternum... 

tigerzjill: whispers to kelli how much i love Gabriela's shiny......shoes...giggles 

Gabriela92: cups the boobs and gives them a squeeze, closing my eyes... 

kelli-: yeah .. and the earrings just... sparkle in the lights 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips slowly around in a circle around my nipples... 

kelli-: licks my lips  

kelli-: locking onto Gabs eyes 

Gabriela92: draws in a deep breath at the sensation.. 

Gabriela92: gives Kelli a wink... and touches my tongue to the tip of my nose before 

smiling... 

D r a z: laffs  

kelli-: fffuuuccckkkk 

tigerzjill: loves that wonderful sensation 

kelli-: HAHAHAHA .. that dude just left poof!!  LMAO 

Gabriela92: slides hands down my tummy.... 

 

Dirtyrpgirl29 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggg beth !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hell yessssssssssssssss Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuune! 

dirtyrpgirl: i could dance to this !!! 

D r a z: winks dirty ........ 

dirtyrpgirl: sways at the bar..................shaking my hiney........my hands on the bar as i 

arch my head back and rock it left to right, letting my hair fly back 

dirtyrpgirl: singing softly  

D r a z:  smiles watching the swaying 

Phedre: *grins*  

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the tight jean skirt cling to my butt as my breasts start to jiggle some 

to the beat 

JT_Roadhog_1080: ooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: the loose peasants blouse hangin down exposing my bare shoulders 

D r a z: watching  the slinky dress slide over the lithe body 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh grrrrrrrrrrrrr now theres a look dirts !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping to squat to the floor as i reach for the bar with both hands....rolling 

my head as i sing................baby........babyyyyyyyyy.....babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the music just take my body over....as i sway my himney, my feet 

shuffling as joe's guitar takes over 



dirtyrpgirl: my white cotton string bikini panties starting to show through  from between 

my thighs 

trisha_29: grins watching my babygirl 

ratherbe: sits here watching dirty's hinney sway to the music  

D r a z:  smiles as  i watch those thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: standing up slowly, letting my feet sprea as my body arches to the bar 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my as i gaze at the white panties smilessss 

dirtyrpgirl: turning to lift my right foot to a barstool....................rubbing my hands down 

my long legs , knee bent and my face pressing down to my knee 

D r a z: smiles getting the best view along the legs  

dirtyrpgirl: i'd rather go blind.................i'd rather go blind.........i'd rather go blind 

babe...............then to see you walk away.......................... 

mylstoknowhere: wow staring at the stretch 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmm god i love that song !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: this one too.........giggles 

D r a z: whistles innocently 

mylstoknowhere: made a fan of me tooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: step up on to the barstool now.................spins with both feet on the cushion 

dirtyrpgirl: then steps up on the bartop 

D r a z: looks up to watch dirty as she steps along  the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: facing the huge mirror behind the wall as i rub my hands all over my tummy 

and up to my breasts 

dirtyrpgirl: my feet aprt at shoulders distance as i sway my hips to the beat 

D r a z: taps my  big fingers on the edge of the bar  to the beat  watching the sway of hips  

dirtyrpgirl: watching myself in the mirror letting my hands move to my upper thighs, just 

at the hem of the tiny ,tight jean skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and waves to gabi !!!!...then blows her a kiss from up on the bar 

D r a z: smiles watching the  hem move  up   as dirty dances on the bar   

mylstoknowhere: hi hello Gabri & wb luv 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips to the left and picking my right foot up and rubbing the toe of 

the high heel to the back of my calve 

mylstoknowhere: eyes follow the hips left & right  

dirtyrpgirl: reaching up to hold onto the wineglass rack as i let my hips thrust foward and 

pop back.........my ahir flying back and forth 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and flashes JT the front of my panties as he walks out 

mylstoknowhere: my head jerks back with her hips ! 

mylstoknowhere: grins at the flash 

dirtyrpgirl: laughin..........teach him to leave so fast !!!! 

ratherbe: catches a glimps of dirty's panties  

dirtyrpgirl: falling to the bartop onto my butt...crossing my left leg with the knee to my 

chin 

dirtyrpgirl: my skirt high above my hips 

mylstoknowhere: looks at the thinkin dancer restin her chin 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my braless breasts in the loose peasants blouse 



D r a z: smiles ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.if you wanna be bad ...... you gotta be good  

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh Draz 

mylstoknowhere: << gets on his knees 

dirtyrpgirl: kicing my leg up holding my foot over my head with my hand 

D r a z: praying   myls   ........  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i feel the fabric of my panty slip into my slit.......................... 

mylstoknowhere: u know it Draz plus the view from down here wink 

dirtyrpgirl: my mound, so bare and mopist pokes from the tiny white panties 

trisha_29: mmmmm mmmmmmmm she is so damn sexy 

mylstoknowhere: mmmhhhmmmmm damn sexxxxxxxy 

ratherbe: << wipes the drool from my lower lip  

dirtyrpgirl: stopping to get on my hands and knee on the bar now...leaning way over the 

back of the bar to make myself a jd shot 

dirtyrpgirl: putting it to my lips...i jerk my head back and shoot it down 

mylstoknowhere: grins at those buns stickin up in the air 

dirtyrpgirl: licking my lips as i sit on the bar now my legs swinging with the 

beat....................not caring at all what is peeking out 

dirtyrpgirl: and ya know why!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: cause i gots panties on !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!........laughs 

D r a z: winks at  dirty  ........... 

trisha_29: lol 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss  

Gabriela92: puts the yellow flag back in my pocket... LOL 

D r a z: hahah gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: ok they are tiny,wet and mostly sheer........but they ARE beaver 

skins!!!!..........lol 

mylstoknowhere: without the beaver pelt ! 

dirtyrpgirl: using my hands to lower myself from the bar.....feeling my skirt ride up above 

my hips...all of my panty showing as my feet touch the floor 

D r a z: watches  those hips as dirty slips to the floor 

Phedre: *wonders why all good things have to come to an end*  

dirtyrpgirl: sits on the edge of the barstool smiling...and that is just a preview of the 

xmas lap dances!!! 

D r a z:  winks  

ratherbe: admires the smooth silky tan skin that is exposed  

karate820: damn...and i missed the tail end...or watched the tail end  

mylstoknowhere: wooohhoooooooooo stands and applauds the dirty dancer !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: and!!!.......did ya know that satin red xmas panties show even more 

moistness?............giggles 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss hopes to find out 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you myls!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...runs over and hugsssssssss ya tight 

Phedre: *rises and claps with Myls.. adding in a wolf whistle here and there. *  

mylstoknowhere: hugssssssssssssssss you tightly back 

D r a z:  grins thanks dirty          great preview 



dirtyrpgirl: sways some as the tune starts.....................my fingers at the hem of my 

dress......a cute little light tan with thin straps.................. 

D r a z:  turns the lights  on dirty as the blues plays  

dirtyrpgirl: slowly swaying left to right as i feel the music building in me 

hellfire20: go dirty go 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss 

dirtyrpgirl: hanging my head , letting my hair fall to my face...................... 

dirtyrpgirl: shoulders begning to move..........right foot tapping ot the 

beat................................. 

mylstoknowhere: grinss while watching the dirty girl gettin her groove on ! 

mylstoknowhere: <, settles into comfy chair to watch  

dirtyrpgirl: then.....................i move towards the stage...............running my hand into 

myls hair............smiling as i look down at him as i slowly go by.................... 

hellfire20: i'm gettin a woody 

mylstoknowhere: smylsss back 

dirtyrpgirl: touches my index finger to sasha's full lips.................raking my fingertip to 

them as i shake my hips, walking by her...................... 

Sasha_J79: woooooo! *giggles* 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping to kiss phedre as she sits there looking all hot n good !!!!!.....wiggling 

my hiney as i bend over to her................... 

dirtyrpgirl: stops at the stairs to the stage............... 

dirtyrpgirl: then walks up slowly........exaggerated steps as i snap my butt left to right 

Phedre: *smiles watching dirty  my eyes following every lovely curve*  

niceguy674u: mmmmmmmmmmmlovely bottom 

dirtyrpgirl: turning to face y'all as i extend my stance..................... 

mylstoknowhere: eyes try to follow the snap of the hips but needs to jerk my head to 

follow along 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands rubbing up my thighs , lifting the hem of the dress as my hands rub 

flat up to my tummy 

paveduck: <<reminds self to swallow as he watches dirty's lil dance  

hellfire20: droolin duck? 

paveduck: definitely am  

dirtyrpgirl: my head rolls to the guitar as i sway my hips..............my hair in my face 

again............bending at my hips as i touch the floor with my hands 

hellfire20: <reelin in tounge 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly standing back up.i spin on my toes..............and skip back to the 

pole........................ 

D r a z: smiles watching dirty an shifts  the spots  to the pole  

mylstoknowhere: grins as she approaches the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing at it with my left hand...............then my right...........leaning to the 

pole as i arch my body foward..................feet wide apart.......the back of the dress riding 

up and showing my panty clad behind 

hellfire20: great tunes draz 



dirtyrpgirl: sliding my hands down the pole...................and as the tune 

changes..............my hair drags the floor...........and my pantie covered ass completely 

exposed 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh that behind !!!!! 

Phedre: *wolf Whistles for the Dirty Girl working her sexy*  

dirtyrpgirl: looking through my long legs and wink to the crowd 

mylstoknowhere: winks bk 

Sasha_J79: yummy! 

dirtyrpgirl: blowing phedre a kiss as i shake my hair 

hellfire20: tongue back in mouth but eyes buggin out 

D r a z: smiles watching the  hot dancer  as she shakes it all out 

dirtyrpgirl: then.....working my hands back up the pole........i turn with my back to 

it...........and reaching back................i undo my dress....sliding the zipper down slowly as i 

sway my hips..........my butt rubbing to the pole 

paveduck: <<quietly enjoys the view  

mylstoknowhere: rolling my shoulders to the beat as my eyes behold such a sight ! 

grinsssss & smylssssss 

Phedre: *woo hoo Dirty show us some skin.. *  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding the straps one by one down over my shoulders............................... 

dirtyrpgirl: then rolling the dress down to my hips............... 

Sasha_J79: *pulls an ice cube out of my glass, running it over my forehead* 

D r a z: winks at dirty as the straps slip  down   

dirtyrpgirl: giving a little shimmey as it falls to my ankles 

dirtyrpgirl: standing at the pole in a tiny black lace puchup bra and matching high cut 

bikini panties...............singing to mellissa's song 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking the dress out from the pole as the tune changes 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss as the dress reaches her ankles  

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips to the new beat 

D r a z: watches the lithe body  move to  the blues  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my arms reach back to the pole over my head as i grind my butt to the 

brass 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh dear grind girl grind 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly sliding down..my butt just rubbing the pole as i get down to a 

squat........................ 

hellfire20: eyes back in head but droolin again 

Phedre: *groans softly watching Dirty grind the pole my eyes lingering on her*  

dirtyrpgirl: opening my knees and sawying them left......................to right......the holding 

them wide open  as i lean back to the pole...looking up to the ceiling 

D r a z: so sexy , dirty ......... all eyes on you   

dirtyrpgirl: humping to the air to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my right hand to my breasts, then down to my tummy 

mylstoknowhere: wow o wow !! grins at the wide open Y and humping air 

dirtyrpgirl: closing my eyes as my fingertip stretch to the top of the lace panties 

D r a z: smiles watching  the fingers getting to heaven 



dirtyrpgirl: moving my hand lower......................lower................lower .........rubbing my 

inner thigh 

dirtyrpgirl: then letting my long index finger rub to the front of my panties 

Phedre: *bites my lip watching dirty*  

dirtyrpgirl: and as the tune stops 

Sasha_J79: oh goodness *whew!* 

dirtyrpgirl: i stand back up................. 

paveduck: woohoo dirty!  

dirtyrpgirl: holding the pole after spinning and facing it 

mylstoknowhere: wipes my brow and sucks in a breath of fresh air whew!!! 

hellfire20: takin napkin wipin my brow 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my buttcheeks hanging from the panties..................as i use my hands 

to crwal up the pole 

trisha_29: slips back into my seat....mmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmm thats my 

babygirl!!!!!! whew!!!! 

hellfire20: im gonna go blind 

Phedre: I just hope you're not wanking Helfire.  

dirtyrpgirl: my long legs straight out................as i rub my sex to the 

pole......................using my hands to pump me up and down the pole......gripping it with 

my sex.......the brass so hard between my thighs 

Sasha_J79: no, wait...I'm the one with the slippery seat here 

trisha_29: grins and watches my babygirl....damn she is sexy! 

D r a z: grins watchig dirty as she crawls  up  the pole  ..... (dont  foget guys dirty is 

offering a lap dance at the party  tomorrow ...to be auctioned !! ) 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my breasts to the pole as i do.........feeling the brass rub to my soft 

skin from under the lace bra 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my watches her press hard to the hard pole !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: then ......just lets my body slowly spin to the pole as i descend to the 

floor..............letting my butt gently land to it, the pole between my legs ....leaning 

back...laying flat to the floor as i lift my legs and wrap them to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my butt up n down........feeling the panty fabric slipping into my 

buttcheeks.............as i rub my hard nipples over the lace bra 

Phedre: *lets my mouth drop open eyes locking on dirty's every move*  

Sasha_J79: good lord, I'm gonna need about 20 minutes alone time here...lol 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs from the pole......and rolls over on the floor to my belly.....then 

getting on all fours..................crawling to the edge of the flood 

now..........sleek..........sultry..............panther moves 

hellfire20: reels in tongue tryin to catch breath 

dirtyrpgirl: padding my hands to the beat...............letting my knees just slide to the floor 

hellfire20: have to remind myself to breath 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the little lithe panther girl 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my face..................my breasts fighting to stay in the confines of the 

bra....and my ass just haning from the back of my panties 

D r a z: smiles at  dirty  ............ as she prowls  and sways  



zoelost58: Hello everyone 

mylstoknowhere: watches her breasts sway hoping the come out of thier confines 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs out as my hands remain flat to the floor...my knees to the 

sides of my chest......as i just ..........sway and thrust my hips 

trisha_29: wiggles around in my seat watching  

dirtyrpgirl: slapping my right hand to the stage floor to the beat..........my body moving to 

the tune 

hellfire20: $$$$$$ for dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: standing up to the new tune.................and moves to the stage 

steps...............looking around the room............................ 

mylstoknowhere: eyes on the dancer 

dirtyrpgirl: skips over to......hellfire.................. 

hellfire20: tuck $ in panties 

dirtyrpgirl: bending at my waist............shaking my shoulders as i dance between his 

leg....my hand on his head...mussing his hair 

hellfire20: ooooo my 

dirtyrpgirl: sraddling hellfires left leg as i lower my body to his knee 

hellfire20: nic e 

dirtyrpgirl: arching back as i sit on his knee.........rubbing my cooter to his leg as i hold 

onto his shirt 

dirtyrpgirl: faster n faster to the beat........................ 

hellfire20: there goes my inhibitions 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the panties slipping into my wetness 

Sasha_J79: brb 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head back n forth to the tune 

paveduck: hb sasha  

dirtyrpgirl: then i jump up...............spining on my toes 

dirtyrpgirl: and wiggle my butt to him......................... 

hellfire20: best lap dance i ever had woohoo 

dirtyrpgirl: and lets it shake as i slowly move away from hellfire 

dirtyrpgirl: looking to phedre now..........smiling as i skip over to her 

Phedre: *laughs softly and closes my mouth my eyes on Dirty as she skips closer* 

dirtyrpgirl: watch my lips.....i sing as i slowly fall to my knee's as i get in between her 

open thighs...my hands on her knee'w 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the dirty girl getting dirtier ! 

dirtyrpgirl: arching my body way back.........letting my shoulders and hair touch the floor 

behind me.as i give her a view of my cameltoe 

dirtyrpgirl: gyrating my hips.......rolling them up and down..............smiling up at her 

hellfire20: cameltoe priceless 

Phedre: *licks my ruby lips my Sage green eyes sparkling at dirty as she works her 

magic* 

dirtyrpgirl: and as the tune changes...........i crawl up into her lap..........squirmming in as i 

take her hands and put them back to my butt...............pressing my breasts to hers as i 

just slowly grind my body to hers....................... 



dirtyrpgirl: holding my tongue out stretched...............rolling it to her lips gently..pressing 

it into her mouth 

Phedre: *softly squeezes her butt cheeks a crooked smile playing over my face and a 

blush rising on my cheeks*  

Phedre: *opens my mouth and lets her tongue tease over my lips and open mouth*  

dirtyrpgirl: my hips moving as if i were riding her...................letting my hands slide up to 

her hair..................... 

dirtyrpgirl: moans to your lips as i kiss you passionately 

D r a z: grins watching dirty ..........  

dirtyrpgirl: mussing your hair too........................then quickly stands in her 

chair...............my hands on phedre's head as i rub my cooter so close to her 

face................. 

Phedre: *moans into Dirty's mouth my hair completely mussed eyes sliding closed as I 

rock in an opposing arch to Dirty*  

hellfire20: sits here starin at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: and then ......in an instant.......jumps over her and lands like a cat on the floor 

behind her chair........squating as i look around the room.................. 

hellfire20: oooooooooo and now phedre 

dirtyrpgirl: looks to duckie....smilng 

paveduck: looks back at dirty  

paveduck: big grin  

dirtyrpgirl: stands up and skips to duckie...................... 

paveduck: works to remind self: house rule -- look, don't touch!  

dirtyrpgirl: turning with my butt back at him as i fall into his lap...........lifting my legs 

high in the air as i lean way back to his chest.................... 

paveduck: well, i guess that touching is allowed!  

paveduck: mmmmm nice  

hellfire20: need handcuffs duck 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your cheek as my head rests back onto your shoulder.................my 

hands rubbing up and down my inner thighs............................ 

paveduck: i need something  

dirtyrpgirl: leaning so i cannibble on your left earlobe as i squirmin your lap 

paveduck: looks over dirty's shoulder, across her breasts toward where she's rubbing  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...enjoying the view!!! 

paveduck: definitely enjoying the view  

hellfire20: we all are 

paveduck: nibbles on dirty's ear ... since she's placed it right at my mouth  

dirtyrpgirl: then watch this!!!!...grinning at you as i move my right hand to the top of my 

panties.....and lifts it quickly....smiling at you....your private view !!!! 

Sasha_J79: *slips back in quietly so I don't interrupt* 

paveduck: eyes go wide!  

dirtyrpgirl: snaps the waistband of my panties back as i let it go................kissing your 

cheek....................... 

paveduck: mmmm  



mylstoknowhere: wb slipper 

trisha_29: grins watching my babygirl 

paveduck: i'll never wash that cheek again  

dirtyrpgirl: and rolls to face you in your lap...kneeling between your legs , my hands on 

your shoulders as i lean closer.............rubbing my bra and breasts to your 

face............then grabbing the back of your head holding you there !!! 

paveduck: mmmm motorboating!  

trisha_29: laughs...oh lord we are gonna have one dirty duck cuz now he aint ever gonna 

wash his whole face! 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing you softly as i slide down from your lap...squating on the floor again 

dirtyrpgirl: lol baby 

trisha_29: grins....work it babygirl! 

dirtyrpgirl: and standing up.i smile to my baby.....and skip over to her 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on my baby 

trisha_29: oh damn..smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: 'rubbing her knee's as i shake my ass.....................leaning to 

her...............dropping my face into her crotch..............kissng her cooter over her 

clothes.................................. 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up to her as i do....................holding my tounge out.........stretching as 

far as it can 

trisha_29: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh goodness....grins and gives my hips a little wiggle...slides 

my fingers through her beautiful long hair 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to you as i feel the wiggle........................slowly standing then turning 

with my backside facing you.............putting my hands to your knee's as i rub and grind 

my butt back to you....lifting it and slowly lowering it as i feel your breasts with my hiney 

D r a z:  laffs watching dirty and trisha  

dirtyrpgirl: giving you a "martha "wiggle................smiling to you over my shoulder 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and runs to the changing room......... 

trisha_29: grins....leans in and licks along your lower back...hands sliding over that 

wiggling ass and squeezing gently..swats it as you take off...lol 

D r a z: woo hoo well done dirtyy ...................stands and applauds ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,  bravo  bravo 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds the dancer WOOOOOOHOOOOOOO !!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohoooooooooooooooo baby !!!.................rubs my hiney as i run to 

the changin room 

Phedre: *Wolf Whistles over and over for the Dirty one*  

trisha_29: woooooohooooooooooooooooooo babygirl......so damn sexy!!!! applauds loudly 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you Draz !!!!.................giggles as i walk back out from the changin room 

and takes a bow 

Sasha_J79: woohoooooo! *applauds* 

D r a z:  superb dance dirty  ] 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww thank you all !!!...blows a kiss after a kiss to 

everyone.......................then ducks into the changing room 

 



dirtyrpgirl: turns it up in the DJ booth and dances to this tune........................... 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my head to the beat.letting my hair just fly..................my hips snap 

in the oppisite diection 

dirtyrpgirl: shuffleing my feet to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya vegas.............smiles n hugsssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my arms high above my head as my hips sway in the DJ booth 

dirtyrpgirl: then..............slowly bends down to touch my toes........wiggling my panty 

covered hiney to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: shifint my right leg as i do , so my buttcheeks hang from the panties 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: arse please lmao 

D r a z: woo hoo ....watchesdirty 

mylstoknowhere: pinches those butt cheeks from the other side of the glass  

dirtyrpgirl: standing back up and with my arms out stretched i sway and spin slowly to 

the new tune 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and pushing my butt and pressing it to the glass for myls 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm smushed buns !! 

D r a z: smiles seeing  the bum p[rint on the glass  

dirtyrpgirl: singing out........in the morning , i'll riseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: lol closer to arse 

mylstoknowhere: if the maid was on duty i'd press my lips to the glass! 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles to myls 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching back i pull the back of my panties down and rub my bare tushy to 

the glass 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: morning glorys a bitch  

dirtyrpgirl: translate that please Draz?...giggles 

mylstoknowhere: grinsss and dreams from the other side of the glass ass 

dirtyrpgirl: tugging my panties back up as i dance around in the DJ booth 

karate820: smiles...seeing dirty's bare tush 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps and down in the booth now.............. 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: = nearly danceing 

dirtyrpgirl: my body just bouncing up and down as i shake my hips........my hair all in my 

face as i yell out......heat waveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: bending back at my waist as i play air guitar 

dirtyrpgirl: the front of my panties becomin exposed now 

dirtyrpgirl: bopping my head back n forth with my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah yeah yeah yeah 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhh ohhhhh yeah yeah 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

D r a z: smiles looking all along the long thighs  

mylstoknowhere: wooohooo the dj is rockin out !!! raises both hands shows hooked rock 

on fingers ! 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: dirty will you stop turning me on lmao 

karate820: turns on my cell's flash light waves it back and forth... 



dirtyrpgirl: cant help it dogs...music goes through me..........like sherman through atlanta 

!!!!....burns to my soul !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: heat wave big time lol 

dirtyrpgirl: opesn the DJ door and drags myls in with me 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms around him as i sway to the tune........singin 

mylstoknowhere: hands on ur hips lookin u in those smiling eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: hands to his hips as i lean back..............swaying and grinding my hips to his 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: good job i aint got a dodgey ticker lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: my belly showing as the peasants top rides up 

mylstoknowhere: pressing into pushin u backwards as we shuffle thru the extended dj 

booth 

dirtyrpgirl: want cha gonna do about 

meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: shuffling my feet to the tune as we dance around the huge booth 

mylstoknowhere: nuttin honey ur sooooooooooo fine just like you are!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and sways in myls's arms 

mylstoknowhere: wb phedre 

Phedre: *grins and slips into the DJ booth kissing Dirty hard my tongue teasing into her 

sexy mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: lowering my body as the music softens 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm sucking phedre's tounge 

iinto my mouth as my body grinds to myls 

mylstoknowhere: hands on ur hips and swayin hips side to side as i grind into you 

mylstoknowhere: smacks phedre on her buns winks to her kissin dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: slurpping on the wetness from her tounge..................moving my right hand 

around her waist as well 

dirtyrpgirl: shummey's down my one hand on phedre's thigh, the other on myls's 

thigh...as i rub my face to both of their crotches..........(over their clothes of 

course....giggles) 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up to them...ohhhhhhhhhhohhhhhhh what cha gonna do about 

me.............smiling 

mylstoknowhere: plays with ur hair while ur down there 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune ends i stand up and hug you both 

dirtyrpgirl: ooopesie...too fast for ya....lol 

mylstoknowhere: hugssssssssss u back and kisses ur cheek 

dirtyrpgirl: omg......turns and with my hands on my knee's i let my hiney move to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: pats that hiney like a drum 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping cheek to cheek and giving it a hard fast wiggle 

Phedre: *laughs watching Dirty my hand spanking her sexy ass.* 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooohooooooooooooo blowing myls a kiss over my shoulder 

dirtyrpgirl: omg two spanks !!!! 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: arse is easyer to spell lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching back i lift the back of my skirt and gives you both a bigger target 



mylstoknowhere: i got the bass beat she has the tom toms going 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the back of my panties run up into my buttcrack as i eiggle it faster 

karate820: heart 

Phedre: *laughs and spanks Dirty again on her bare cheek*  

dirtyrpgirl: my head rolling and bouncing left to right 

mylstoknowhere: wild thang makes my hard on sing  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm smiles and winks back to phedre 

now 

dirtyrpgirl: standing up now...spinning around and around...hopping up and down with 

the hem of my skirt in my hands 

mylstoknowhere: shakes my bone umm bones oops to the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: showing you both all of my panties 

Phedre: *laughs and snaps the elastic on her panties.  

dirtyrpgirl: my breats just a bouncin and jiggling in the peasants top 

mylstoknowhere: smiles as she dances and shows her panties so proudly  

dirtyrpgirl: owwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww....grins....that felt good !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: ya like it too dont cha myls!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss a mmhmm !!! to the dirtiest of dirts 

Sasha_J79: Hiya karate *hugs* 

dirtyrpgirl: wb sasha !!! runs to the DJ booth glass and as i hold my skirt above my hips 

rubbing my panty covered cooter to the glass i blow you a kiss 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my boobs to the glass as i do 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm kissesss sasha back with a tighter hug 

dirtyrpgirl: dances over to phedre.................and taking her in my arms....placing her right 

leg between mine...i dance with her 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding and rubbing the front of my panties to her upper thigh as i move to 

the tune 

Phedre: *laughs and presses my toes tothe floor grinding to dirty's naughty box8 

D r a z: smils watching  the naughty box vibrate  

dirtyrpgirl: laying my head to those huge boobs as my body moves to some tab benot 

tunessssssss 

mylstoknowhere: places hands on both ur backs and pres u 2 together kisses both of ur 

cheeks and winks at you both but i gotz to get a going to bank : (  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands reaching around now and grabs me some phedre booty as i wiggle 

to her thigh 

Phedre: *smiles and slides my arms around dirty as she grinds on me*  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm kisses myls back...be safe sweety...cya laters 

!!!!...hugsssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing in phedre's arms............................... 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back and watching phedre's boobs move to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: helping them some as i gently slap them from underneath 

Phedre: *laughs they are my jiggly jinglers Dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs my baby, spinning her around and with my hands on her tummy i grind 

my body to her booty as the music plays 



dirtyrpgirl: my head on her shoulder as i nibble on her ear 

trisha_29: wooooohoooooooooo babygirl!!!!! 

trisha_29: mucho mucho! 

dirtyrpgirl: swayin my body to the beat as i hold oyu in my arms 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my lips to my baby's neck as we sway to the tune...her hair in my face 

as i just nibble on her sexy neck 

trisha_29: shivers...reaches my hand up and back into your hair...tilting my head a bit as 

we sway...so good to have you back babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: kisses my baby's cheek as we move in unison 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands to that lucious ass of my baby's 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing it with both hands......................now guys !!!??...have ya EVER seen a 

booty like this !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: mm just hugs my baby tight 

D r a z: thats bootilicious  

Phedre: *smiles* hey nasty welcome can you lower your font please?  

trisha_29: laughs...hugssss you so tight 

dirtyrpgirl: sorry to grab and grope ya as soon as ya got here baby 

dirtyrpgirl: who am i kiddin!!!...NO I AINT....lol 

SirNasty24: to this..? 

trisha_29: oh i dont mind babygirl! 

Phedre: much better thank you.. *smiles*  

dirtyrpgirl: drops to my knee's and lifting the front of her skirt with my tounge as i roll it 

to her soft inner thigh.................... 

karate820: watches dirty 

trisha_29: ohhhhhhhhh goodness....grins and squirms a little bit 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up to my baby...swaying on my knee's........leaving a trail of my 

glistinening saliva up and down her inner thighs 

trisha_29: reaches down and slides my fingers through her beautiful hair 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands grab tightly to her backside as my tounge rolls to her satin skin 

trisha_29: bites my bottom lip...smiling down at her 

dirtyrpgirl: then, as i rise slowly..my hands rubbing up and down her sides as i kiss her so 

soft and passionate 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz 

trisha_29: lol babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: mmm brushing some hair from my baby's face...pushing it behind her 

ear....................kissing my baby's lips ever so soft 

trisha_29: smiles at the soft kiss 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dirtyrpgirl and Kelleen 
 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm slides off of the barstool.........facing 

kelleen as i put my hands on her hips ans sway with her to the tune 

Kelleen: my hands on dirties hips swaying with her my hair flowing around  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and kisses kelleen some as i step back and shake my hips and hiney to 

the new tune 

Kelleen: hand on dirty's hipps holding her swaying  

dirtyrpgirl: shuffleing my feet to the tune....looking at kelleen as i step back, then two 

steps foward................and sings......ooooooooooooooop ooooooooooooooooooooooooop 

oooooooooooooooooooooop 

dirtyrpgirl: chain chain chain.............chain chain chain.......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: chain of fools............... 

Kelleen: taking dirty's hand giving her a spin 

dirtyrpgirl: spins around.my hands on my knees's as i push my butt back to kelleen abd 

shake it, rubbing it to her thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmeys down then back up 

dirtyrpgirl: m tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Kelleen: hmm reaching down rubbing it a liitle 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and takes kelleen's hand in mine, my other hand on her waist 

Kelleen: told you it was perfect 

dirtyrpgirl: singing to her as i sway my body to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..yessss you did !!!! 

Kelleen: my hand on dirties back other in her hand as we dance 

Kelleen: but i thinks yous is perfect all over  

dirtyrpgirl: our hips swaying in unison......softly rubbing our thighs from time to time 

Kelleen: resting my head on her shoulder a bit hmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwww thank you..........hugs you tight as we dance and kisses 

your neck softly 

Kelleen: thanks for the uninvited IM cadbury 

   Kelleen: hmmm holding dirty close to me even feeling her breath 

dirtyrpgirl: taking in the scent of your soft hair as we dance 

Kelleen: nuzzels you neck yes i have not heard this versiion 

Kelleen: smiles at ducky over dirty's shoulder  

dirtyrpgirl: i love it !!!! the best version i think 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooohooooooooooooo ac/dc !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Kelleen: just holding dirty close then letting her god doing a little fast damce 

paveduck: nice smile there kelleen  

Kelleen: hand over my head rocking my head back  and forth hair flying  

Kelleen: gives dirty a grin when i sing the sex is on me 

dirtyrpgirl: slappng my thighs to your alternating from left to right as the beat changes 

Kelleen: turning my back shaking my butt for dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles as i rub my hands up your arms.............my body close and bumping to 

yours grinding my crotch to your butt 



dirtyrpgirl: dropping my hands to your hips..................and popping my hips slapping my 

thighs to your butt 

Kelleen: look back lick my lips sn\mile then standing up reach bac krubbing yur butt 

leaning into your front  

Kelleen: feeling your pop into my butt hmmmm 

paveduck: sits back and enjoys watching to lovelies dance  

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down...............my face at your backside............my hands rubbing up 

n down your legs 

Kelleen: turning my arms and hand pointing to dirty making aves with then drawng her in 

Kelleen: shaking my hair wild each tme i sing hotstuff 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hips exaggeratedly as my head bops in the opposing 

direction.................. 

Kelleen: hmmm moving my body hair wild in the air  

paveduck: enjoying the show  

Kelleen: shaking my head and fist sing hot stuff 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the music throughout my body..............my feet kick and shuffle to the 

beat 

Phedre: lol good for you paver you should be they are shaking what their mama gave 

them and it's hot.  

dirtyrpgirl: then, spinssssssssssssssssssss and stops...my hair flying and just letting my 

butt shake to the guitar 

dirtyrpgirl: hands over my head now...clapping together to the beat 

Kelleen: reaching my hands on her hips pulling her butt to my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: wooohooooooooo......droppping my hands back to my knee's..........looking 

over my shoulder as i grind my butt back to you 

Kelleen: hmmmm running my hands over her butt then giving tow more lite smacks 

smiles leaning over kissing her cheek 

dirtyrpgirl: whew....stops and pushes my hair back as the tune ends 

Kelleen: breating hard smiles you are great smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to you from over my shoulder................wiggles my butt after the slap 

Kelleen: make a chomp chomp with my teeth giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...sooooooooooooooooo are you...it is great to have another dancer in 

our room !!!!! 

Kelleen: well it is fun to the great DJ 

dirtyrpgirl: i love this song !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11111 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



sweet treasure 
 

sweet treasure: takes Lia's hand pulls and moves slow with her 

sweet treasure: slow is nice smiles and slips my hands on your hips as we sway with the 

slow beat  

Phedre: *giggles and wiggles kissing Lia* Hey sexy how's my honey Cheeks?  

joyful lia: smiles moving with sweet,squeezing her hand gently  

sweet treasure: steps back smiles and lets You lead me around the dance floor my eyes 

looking into yours  

sweet treasure: sways with Lia,,,,matching her movies as i wait for her to come back 

sweet treasure: *smiles as i sway in small circles while looking into Lia's lovely eyes and 

lets my fingertips slide down to her butt squeezes and tilts my head to one side* 

joyful lia: mmmm,whispers to sweets ear..you have wonderful hands  

joyful lia: pulls you in closer till our bodies are one..swayin with the music as your body flows 

gracefully  

sweet treasure: smiles kisses your ear....you have soft skin..sways and moves with you in 

and out of the darkness  

karate820: smiles tapping to the music...watching 

joyful lia: purrss moving my arms up around your warm neck..watching how the lights catch your 

eyes  

sweet treasure: *grips the small of your back...as You guide me around the room...smiles 

into your eyes and lets my body touch yours as we move * 

joyful lia: blushes,leaning in for a soft kiss..remembers there are eyes watching..grins  

sweet treasure: tilts my head to the left licks my lips and lets Lia pull me closer using the 

music to move my hips and softly grinds against her* 

sweet treasure: *winks and slides my fingertips up and down Lia's soft back tugs...and 

lets my soft lips brush against her neck as we move in circles* 

stagforyou_1: ......getting hot........ 

stagforyou_1: ..may have to remove my fur coat...... 

joyful lia: shivers feeling her lips, so hot and so soft on my neck flesh..roaming my fingers over the 

swell of her slender ass  

stagforyou_1: ...fur coat on floor ..... 

sweet treasure: Pursssssss into your ear..sways and pushs back into your hands  

joyful lia: rounding the soft contour of her covered bottom,pulling her even closer  

Phedre: wait is the fur coat all that stands between us and stag 

joyful lia: grins seeing stag wiggles in his chair  

sweet treasure: *tilts my head smiles as we move with the new song i slide my right knee 

between your thighs rocks my hips and squeezes your shoulders with bgoth my hands * 

joyful lia: entwines my fingers into sweets clothing , tugging gently rubbing our bodies  

joyful lia: moaning softly..totally lost in your eyes  

Phedre: hey Paver *hugs*  

sweet treasure: looks into your eyes,,wiggles my hips and lets you pull me closer as the 

music moves us more  

sweet treasure: winks at duck i sure am lucky 



joyful lia: smiles, kissing sweets lips...ty for the dance  

sweet treasure: *tugs her hips as my knee slides up and down her left thight rocking side 

to side and lets my touch hers your welcome  

joyful lia: ohh my...grins to her ..such a naughty girl  

sweet treasure: smiles steps back mmmm good song D r a z  

sweet treasure: loves those words *give into me* 

sweet treasure: smiles turns my back to Lia an wiggles my ass as i move back to my seat 

sweet treasure: lol stag u would think that 

joyful lia: giggles..watching her wiggle it  

Phedre: *smiles and wiggles* damn that was sexy..  

sweet treasure: thank you for the dance Lia  

joyful lia: slips into my chair  

joyful lia: ty sweety  

D r a z: wvery hot girls ,,,,,,,,,,,thank you 

paveduck: keep wiggling like that and you'll hypnotize the lot of us (or at least me)  

stagforyou_1: huggggs all the ladies  

sweet treasure: sits on the bar and wiggles for duck 

 

sweet treasure 

 
sweet treasure: *stops wiggles my hips ty Phedre is was getting warm* 

Phedre: I thought you were Sweet 

mylstoknowhere: warm ? pfffft she was gettin hot thats why i aimed the beer at her! 

sweet treasure: *rebuttons one so not to excite the men too much as i skip around 

making my boobs bounce * 

mylstoknowhere: gonna take more than that treasure wink 

sweet treasure: thats all your getting lol 

ukjake39: nice try myls    

Phedre: Laughs*  

mylstoknowhere: grins i meant the ~ not to excite the men ~ silly girl ooops boy 

sweet treasure: *smiles rolls my hips and lets my hair hang down my back as i spin in 

circles while moving on the dance floor* 

D r a z: watches  the trailing hair swirls  as treasure sopins round  

Phedre: watches sweet spin wildly*  

sweet treasure: *hops onto the bar ...crosses my legs and winks at Phedre...leans back 

onto my hands and lets the new song make my hips and boobs move under my top* 

kelli-: smiles @ treasure 

sweet treasure: hello dogs  

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: ello sweet hows you 

D r a z:  looks as i see  the boobs that want  to break free 

sweet treasure: *winks at kelli..letting my ponytail swing while my shoulders 

shimmy...with the song* 

sweet treasure: not bad dog now i let my top open  



the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: lmao 

sweet treasure: *grabs the collar tugs and rocks my hips up and down as if being pulled 

on ...while the song changes * 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: you sure you have a top on sweet 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: he he 

sweet treasure: *looks around the room ...smiles you tell me ? .....* 

D r a z: looks at  treasure ,,,,,,,,yep its busting full but there 

kelli-: smiles at treasure.. she knows the rules  

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: my crystal ball has been stolen grrrrrrrr 

kelli-: sux to have crystal balls 

sweet treasure: *leans over to dogs winks and shakes my shoulders pulls my top open to 

cover your face* 

sweet treasure: *winks sits back makes my ass bounce on the bar and rocks side to side 

with the beat * 

sweet treasure: *rolls my hips...leans back an lets my hair brush against the bar as i 

shimmy my shoulders...closes my eyes and thrusts my chest up to push my top open 

more* 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: just be naughty sweet take the top of lol 

sweet treasure: *kicks my feet up ..spins on the bar...lays back and lets my small body 

lay onto the bar as the music moves me with my feet flat and my back arched some so i 

can move with the music* 

D r a z: watches treasureas she thrusts in the air to the beat 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: sweet will you refain from making me take a cold shower lmao 

sweet treasure: *kicks my long legs up and down..rips my top open ..smiles as my baby 

blue bra comes into view there dog...... and lays back with my hips moving with the beat* 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: sweet pulls no punches 

karate820: gotta build up a tolerance man...this is relatively calm so far for a dance 

the_dogs_bolocks_uk1: defo a loverly women 

sweet treasure: *trusts my hips up and down making my ass bounce on the bar while my 

firm boobs show off my bra more...looks over the room as the men just sit in their dark 

corners so no one can see what they are doing* 

D r a z: winks at  treasure as she excites  the crowd  

sweet treasure: *smiles at him an runs my small hands over my boobs squeezes eachone 

as my hips move to the beat of Draz's song* 

karate820: smiles...watching treasure 

sweet treasure: *tugs the bra up my chest some but doesn't break the rules..bends my 

knees and opens and closes my knees to tease karate  

karate820: grins at the legs opening and closing....such a tease 

sweet treasure: *catches lia's eye as i cup my breasts archs my back and rocks my ass 

with the beat * 

sweet treasure: *sits up shimmys my shoulders and lets my top slip down my 

back..smiles at Phedre for her help as my fingertips tease my bra letting my soft creamy 

skin be seen more* 



sweet treasure: *slips one strap off each shoulder..winks and shimmys to this as i slde 

back onto my feet cups my boobs in both hands and skips around the room one last time* 

mylstoknowhere: just sittin in a dark corner 

D r a z: smiles watching treasureass she holds  the jigglers   

Phedre: *smiles and watches sweet my eyes lingering on the hands playing with her 

luscious breasts*  

sweet treasure: *winks and steps behind the stages curtain and lets my bra slip into my 

hands as i wave bye * 

karate820: watches sweet leave behind the curtains 

mylstoknowhere: waves but dont think she can see me from the dark corner 

 
 
sweet treasure: sings along and hops onto the bar  

Daddy_downunder: listens to the treasure sing 

sweet treasure: smiles sways to it and lets my body rock left and right as my hair sways  

mylstoknowhere: watchers the hopper hop and start swayin ! smilesss 

sweet treasure: stands slowly turns and bobs up the bar turns and drops to my knees and 

sways on the end 

sweet treasure: ties my hair in a ponytail sways more with the beat and looks around the 

room 

kelli-: watching sweet with a smile on my face 

James40plus3: oh um wow sweet 

sweet treasure: winks as the music moves my young body left right and left  

Daddy_downunder: gotta love music that can do that 

sweet treasure: lets my knees slide apart as my hips move in circles  

Daddy_downunder: mmmm very hypnotic 

kelli-: watching intently 

ratherbe: sits back and watchs sweet  

sweet treasure: raises my arms over my head crosses my wrists and lets my hips thrust 

back and forth as if being yanked by a rope  

kelli-: swallows hard 

Daddy_downunder: watches kelli toying with her imaginary rope 

sweet treasure: tosses my head back as my hips thrust and my hair brushs against the 

bar  

kelli-: head moving to the beat, my eyes locked on sweet 

trisha_29: sings along softly 

James40plus3: eyes focusing on sweets hair 

sweet treasure: rolls my shoulders up and back as the rope tugs my hips more  

trisha_29: this aint love its clear to see....but darlin..stayyyyyyyy with me........... 

Al_dente_: ummm.. shifts in seat..... 

sweet treasure: archs  my back slips ont my feet as my body bucks with the3 new beat 

pushing up with my hands and does a cartwheel  

James40plus3: admires the flexibility in sweets body 



kelli-: huge smile 

D r a z: watches  treasure as the beat takes her up 

sweet treasure: twrils around lets my hips move with the slow beat as my hands slide 

down my hips and legs to tug on my skirt  

kelli-: taps out the beat on the bar  

sweet treasure: spins around looks into the mirror lifts the back of my skirt up some to 

tease the room as my hips move more than needed 

James40plus3: sighs 

D r a z: winks at treasure 

Al_dente_: hmmm  

sweet treasure: rocks my head left right and left swings my ass an winks at the mirror  

mylstoknowhere: nice tease  

kelli-: giggles .. sooo hot 

James40plus3: a very spankable butt 

sweet treasure: turns to the stage skips along the bar drops to my knees in the center of 

the stage smiles and crosses my arms as my head falls between them 

kelli-: flashes James.. the look 

southern_orchid: *finds a seat quickly and watches* 

James40plus3: retreats from kelli's look 

sweet treasure: shimmys my shoulders as my arms wave out over my head and lets my 

lower body move with the slow rhytum of this song not looking at the room  

Al_dente_: but we are looking sweet.. 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm sexxy sensual swaying 

kelli-: what a beautiful dance 

sweet treasure: rolls over archs the top half of my body as my long legs layout on the 

wooden stage an lets my hair brush the stage while i rock side to side 

Al_dente_: gulps at the long legs... 

sweet treasure: pushs up with my hands and feet..rolls my hips and smiles at the room 

between my arms  

D r a z: smiles at  treasure 

mylstoknowhere: smiles and winks to the dancer 

kelli-: licks my lips 

James40plus3: smiles back at sweet 

sweet treasure: ty draz winks drops back onto my ass kicks my feet up and spins around 

so i am facing the room now  

sweet treasure: sits and waves my arms over my head as my shoulders rock left and right 

letting the tune move me  

kelli-: totally fixed on the dance and the dancer 

mylstoknowhere: bends down to look under the feet kicked up catch a view of her cheeks 

grinssssssss 

sweet treasure: smiles closes my eyes the rhytum rocking my head as it flows threw my 

young body  

D r a z: smiles watching sweet as the music  runs through her 



sweet treasure: making me rock back and forth while my wrists and hands wave over my 

head and up nd down the front of my body 

sweet treasure: opens my eyes smiles at kelli snaps my fingers as my arms move in 

circles with my wrists touching and crossing again and again  

trisha_29: wiggles on my spot on the bar watchin treasure..smiles 

sweet treasure: rocking side to side as the music moves my shoulders and arms my 

fingers curl and interwind while wet my bottom lip with the tip of my tongue 

mylstoknowhere: grins as the tongue licks her lips 

D r a z: mesmerised by treasure as the she moves to the beat 

sweet treasure: slowly stands letting my fingertips brush over my breasts and tummy as 

my hips sway and spins around letting the room get a good look at my young body  

James40plus3: sips on a cool drink while watching sweet 

Al_dente_: you'd need that cool drink james.. 

James40plus3: nods at Al with a grin ... 

sweet treasure: lifts my skirt slowly turns in circles on the stage as my feet move left and 

right letting my thighs been seen under the skirt  

Al_dente_: sighs at the thighs... 

Daddy_downunder: and they say that thighs doesnt matter!!! 

James40plus3: smiles at Al's rhyme 

sweet treasure: winks back at the d/j unzips it nice and slow to tease someone as long as 

i can  

mylstoknowhere: teasin is good when done slowly grinsssss watchin the zipper go down 

sweet treasure: tries not to smile at kelli turns to face her and lets my skirt drop to my 

feet steps out of it and spins around with my hands on my hips  

D r a z:       Happy new year eastern USA       

kelli-: soft mmmmmmmmm 

southern_orchid: yay! happy new year 

mylstoknowhere: woot woot 

sweet treasure: letting my creamy thighs shine from under the jet black panties i am 

wearing  

trisha_29: happy new year on the east coast!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: leans over and kissssssssss Draz.. happy new year 

Al_dente_: yyyyyaaaayyy! 

sweet treasure: Happy New Year all  

D r a z: kisses  kelli  ......happy new year 

Daddy_downunder: Happy New Year to any of you on the east coast of the US... sweet 

treasure: *skips around the stage wishing everyone a Happy New year as my small bra 

barely keeps my booobs covered  

Al_dente_: we noticed sweet. 

Al_dente_: happy new year kelli 

mylstoknowhere: Happy Healthy New Year to 1 & all 

trisha_29: whispers to lia........its not our turn yet! 

D r a z:  winks at treasure happy new  year   



kelli-: HNY Al... kissss 

Daddy_downunder: not always southern...sloooooooow can be soooooooooooooooooo 

good 

sweet treasure: drops to my knees at the end of the stage smiles and blows a kiss to the 

room 

Al_dente_: kissss 

James40plus3: is it new year? i got distracted by sweet treasure 

kelli-: happy new year sweet 

sweet treasure: ty kelli 

Al_dente_: applauds sweet 

trisha_29: on the east coast it is james 

Al_dente_: happy new year! 

D r a z: woo hoo   treasure ..................great dancing ............BRAVO!!! 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds the dancer loudly WOOOOOOHOOOOOOO 

James40plus3: well happy new year to the east coast 

joyful lia: lol 

sweet treasure: ty smiles stands and walks to the dressing room  

kelli-: applaudes.. beautiful dance sweet 

James40plus3: that was lovely sweet, ty 

 

 
sweet treasure: smiles sits on the bar and sings * i kissed a girl and i liked it* 

sweet treasure: *smiles at daddy,,rocks my hips as i sit on the bar * 

Daddy_downunder: smiles back at da lil hiprocker...a pretty young thing she is too 

sweet treasure: rocks my head side to side jumps up and moves to the cage at the end of 

the bar  

sweet treasure: rocks my hip left then right as i step in closes the door and winks at lia  

D r a z: watches  the pretty young thing in the cage  

sweet treasure: spins around drops my unziped top to the floor spins around and shows 

off my black bra as my hips move to the beat 

sweet treasure: winks turns around in the cage unzips my skirt so it slides down and off 

my long legs kicks it free and dances around in my bra and panties  

D r a z: winks at treasure,,,,,,,,she cant be tamed  

sweet treasure: spins around runs my small hands up my tummy cups my breasts as my 

ass rubs back and forth against the bars  

sweet treasure: winks back over my shoulder at the room ..while my hips sway left and 

right while my long black hair covers my ass  

Daddy_downunder: looks for some scissors 

karate820: sips more of my drink watching the cage dance  

sweet treasure: slowly turns around grabs the bars with both hands rocks side to side an 

smiles as the cage swings  

D r a z: the hair catching the lights  as it swishes over treasure's  butt 

sweet treasure: dances around as my tits push between the cold bars making me bite my 

bottom lip and lets my sweet butt sway with the music  



D r a z: watches  the hot butt sway side to side 

sweet treasure: thrusts my hips up and back letting my hands cup my boobs as my bra 

slips off my shoulders spins around shakes my butt at the room  

karate820: wohoo sweet....  

sweet treasure: winks back at karate as my barely coverd ass sways side to side i let my 

bra fall into my hands as i dance around in the safe cage 

karate820: smiles at the wink...taking more of my drink  

sweet treasure: waves it between the bars as my long black hair covers my tits to see 

who is brave enough to come take it  

D r a z: winks at  treasureas i slap my hand to  the beat on  the bar   ,,,looking at the bra 

and wanders over  to  the cage  

sweet treasure: grins at DRaz shakes my hips and lets my hair show more than it should  

D r a z: takes the bra and  looks at  treasures breasts jiggle  as she shakes her hips 

sweet treasure: rooms full of chickens  

Phedre: *looks up at sweet and jumps up on the bar pulling her bra off*  

sweet treasure: winks drops it into draz;s hand turns around and grinds my ass against 

the bars as i rock out to this song 

D r a z: grins as i walk back to the   bar and point phedre to  the cage with treasure  

sweet treasure: shimmys my shoulders,,thrusts my hips making the cage swing more as 

my soft damp skin shines from the house lights making my hair cling in all the right 

places 

paveduck: <<notes that sweet has no "wrong" places on that body  

D r a z: smiles at treasure as she dances with energy  in the cage  

sweet treasure: turns and presses my boobs to the bars smiles at Mr Love as my hair 

covers my ass while it moves with the beat of the song 

karate820: smiles at the way treasure is dancing  

sweet treasure: thrusts left and right rattles the cage lets get naughty naughty...dirty 

dirty ...i like it that way 

sweet treasure: runs my hands up the bars archs my back as my hips sway rigth and left 

nice and slow as my shoulders shimmy  

sweet treasure: drops to my knees rocks the top half of my body in the cage and lets my 

hair cover me again as my thighs opena nd close  

sweet treasure: grabs the bars lowers my head between my arms and smiles  

sweet treasure: slowly stands shakes my head and moves to the door of the cage smiles 

opens the door ..and walks down the two steps to the dance floor  

mylstoknowhere: watchi the cheeks wiggle down the steps 

D r a z: smiles  watching    treasure strut  to  the stage  

paveduck: <<watches sweet strut her stuff  

sweet treasure: swpins around letting m y hair fly out to show off my perkey tits as i look 

around  

sweet treasure: wets my bottom lip with the tip of my tongue as i strut along the bar 

making sure not to step on trisha's spot while my hips sway left and right 

karate820: looking over at the sexy dancing  



sweet treasure: drops to my knees again at the end of the bar rocks my shoulders and 

takes a piece of ice runs it over my lips then around each of my nipples an lets the song 

end  

mylstoknowhere: sees the ice melt in less than a minute 

paveduck: so hot, i wonder how the ice cube didn't completely melt  

paveduck: i see myls and i have the same thought! LOL  

sweet treasure: crosses my arms spins and lets my long legs kick out while i wiggle on 

the bar at the new beat  

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm sweet long legs such a treasure 

sweet treasure: thanks to all that stayed for my dance  

D r a z: woo  hoo wouldnt miss it fioranything  

surfking_24: smiles, sweet was absolutely wonderful 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds LOUDLY !!!!!!!!!!!! thank you for the dance WOOOT 

WOOOOT 

Phedre: *claps and wolf whistles throwing her bra at Sweet.  

sweet treasure: *jumps down,,,skips around and kisses eachone on there cheek making 

sure my boobs dont show too much * 

mylstoknowhere: peeks at the boobs anyway grinssssssss 

paveduck: what a lucky cheek i have  

sweet treasure: winks at Phedre ty for keeping it for me 

Phedre: You're welcome.. *smiles*  

D r a z: walks overand   wraps  treasurein a warm LAB robe    and ties the  belt ......... 

kisses treasureon th cheek ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.great dancing treasure 

sweet treasure: gets dressed and finds a seat out 

 

 

 

 

Kelli and jill 
 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

D r a z:  going to be a hellova show 

kelli-: snappin my fingers 

dennis_346: wooooohoooo 

kelli-: jumps into a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

dennis_346: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

kelli-: rockin my body 

kelli-: the blousey top flying  

D r a z: rock this joint  the way its meant to be  

pyron_2:  

kelli-: lifts my arms  



kelli-: slinky moves 

kelli-: the top pulls up  

kelli-: leaving a bare middle 

tigerzjill: walks out in my blue mesh top, blue mesh skirt, harem girl headpiece and blue 

gstring....looking around the room  

kelli-: hips roll 

kelli-: smiles at Jill  

kelli-: shakin my hand like I burned it on the hotness 

dennis_346: smiles at jill 

D r a z:  jills outfit  >>> http://supermodelboutique.com/Catalog.asp?PC=EM-

8668&Size=&Sale=&SLStock=&SLPrice=&SLBrand= 

pyron_2:  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the hard beat 

kelli-: arms high 

kelli-: hips circle 

dennis_346: watching kellis ass 

kelli-: tight boy pants let you peek at the bottom of my cheeks 

dennis_346: winks 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: left right left right 

kelli-: claps hands  

tigerzjill: smiles at Gabriela for encouraging me to try this  

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

tigerzjill: winks at Kelli  

kelli-: puts out my hands for you to join me 

tigerzjill: blushing walks out to take your hand  

dennis_346: looks up at jilland kelli 

kelli-: pulls you up onto the bar 

tigerzjill: smiling looking out at everyone  

Gabriela92: Kelli and Jill are dancing, new arrivals. 

kelli-: stands checkin you out 

kelli-: tapping my foot on the bar 

tigerzjill: giggles...im Draz's harem girl tonite  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance ..  

dennis_346: both look hot 

kelli-: dancing around you 

D r a z: winks at jill 

kelli-: nods my head 

kelli-: to the beat 

dennis_346: lol 

tigerzjill: makes eye contact with Draz as i start running my hands along my sides  

tigerzjill: moving my hips to the beat  



kelli-: puts my hands on your shoulders 

D r a z: smiles watching those eyes and the hands  

kelli-: copys your move 

dennis_346: watching jill 

kelli-: waits for the new tune 

tigerzjill: presses back against kelli feeling her behind me  

kelli-: pulls your arms up high 

tigerzjill: starts shaking my head  

tigerzjill: tossing my red hair around as you raise my arms  

tigerzjill: winks at pyron  

kelli-: hands run slowly down your arms 

kelli-: down your body to your hips 

tigerzjill: moving my hips in and out  

kelli-: smiles 

dennis_346: mmmm smiles at both the girls 

kelli-: copies your moves 

tigerzjill: tapping my foot to the beat as kelli traces my skin  

pyron_2: yay 

pyron_2: smiles 

D r a z: smiles watching jill    andkelli  ...  asthey dance   

kelli-: adds an extra bump to my hip movements 

kelli-: slowly moves you turning you so everyone can see your entire outfit 

kelli-: how lucky can we get 

dennis_346: very sexy jill 

tigerzjill: blushes as you show off my blue mesh top and skirt  

kelli-: moves you around so your back is to the boys 

pyron_2: woah 

D r a z: looks at  the little harem girl and the sexy kelli 

tigerzjill: shaking my bottom at the room  

dennis_346: looks good on you jill 

kelli-: hands push your hips .. that's it  

kelli-: smiles 

tigerzjill: my lil gstring showing through the mesh skirt  

D r a z:  whistle at  the shaking butt   

kelli-: grins wide 

tigerzjill: wraps my arms over kelli's shoulders waiting  

tigerzjill: grins  

kelli-: moves close .. face inches from yours 

kelli-: head staying still as my body moves to the new beat 

tigerzjill: tapping to the beat i start strutting along the bar  

kelli-: eyes locked on yours 

kelli-: lets you go as  you move 

tigerzjill: taking long steps showing off my toned legs  

D r a z: grins looking at the lithe bodies ......... pornstardancing   



pyron_2: yay 

dennis_346: smiles watching the girls 

tigerzjill: tossing my hair around running my hands through it tousling it  

pyron_2: awesome  

kelli-: tapping my toe .. watching my Paduwan  

dennis_346: love that red hair jill 

tigerzjill: stands at the other end of the bar facing kelli  

kelli-: claps my hands to the beat 

pyron_2: jill and kelli you both look amazing  

tigerzjill: runs my hands slowly down from my hair to my chest to my hips  

kelli-: bends my knees and swivels my hips 

tigerzjill: one foot forward rocking to the beat  

kelli-: slowly dancing toward you 

tigerzjill: noticing eyes in the crowd staring at me and kelli  

tigerzjill: runs my hands along my smooth tummy  

kelli-: puts my hand on my chest .. like my heart is pounding to the beat 

tigerzjill: feeling my nipples tensing with the excitement of dancing  

dennis_346: takes a long drink of my cold water to cool down 

kelli-: moves closer  

tigerzjill: blushing realizing they are poking through the mesh top  

Gabriela92: moves my eyes back and forth between the two sexy dream gyrating their 

incredibly hot bodies in front of the increasingly tense crowd... 

kelli-: drops onto all fours 

kelli-: crawls in time  

kelli-: up on my knees infront of you 

kelli-: hands move up your legs 

kelli-: around behind your tighs 

D r a z: smiles watching the tease 

tigerzjill: i spread my legs wider letting you crawl between them  

tigerzjill: my hands slide into your hair  

kelli-: pops up behind you 

trisha_29: im good thanks pyron how are you? 

dennis_346: you two are so sexy 

kelli-: arms move around you 

tigerzjill: wiggling pressing back against kelli  

kelli-: one hand on your tummie 

kelli-: fingers wide apart 

tigerzjill: my hands trace down my sides  

tigerzjill: lifting my mesh skirt slightly showing more upper thigh than i should  

dennis_346: winks at jill 

D r a z: watches the teasing skirt moves 

kelli-: finger tips trace the waist band  

kelli-: working my hips to the beat 



tigerzjill: reaches my arms behind me hugging kelli sticking my chest out my small 

breasts straining the mesh  

kelli-: womans got one thing on her mind 

D r a z: winks at kelli and jill 

kelli-: face pushing your hair aside  

kelli-: my lips tracing your neck gently 

tigerzjill: letting out a soft moan as i feel your lips  

kelli-: moves you back into me 

kelli-: whispers in your ear 

tigerzjill: running my fingers along my tummy slowly making eye contact with Draz 

winking  

D r a z: helo gena  

kelli-: then blows a soft stream of air  

tigerzjill: while i listen to kelli's sexy voice in my ear  

kelli-: release you  

pyron_2: you been busy lately trisha  

kelli-: dance around you 

D r a z: eyes taking in the  girls on the bar 

kelli-: moves infront of you 

kelli-: your tight between mine 

pyron_2: this danceing is so awesome  

dennis_346: smiles watching the girls dance 

kelli-: hips pressing into you 

tigerzjill: while kelli is in front of me....i reach to unsnap the skirt  

dennis_346: drinking my cold water 

tigerzjill: slowly drag it off my hips  

tigerzjill: and slide it slowly along kelli's tummy  

dennis_346: you girls are so hot 

D r a z: smiles watching the dress slowly slip down those sexy hips 

kelli-: spins away .. with the lil mesh skirt in my hand 

dennis_346: grins at kelli 

tigerzjill: blushing realizing im on the bar in just a lil gstring now  

D r a z: `smiles looking uop at jilland kelli dancing on the bar  

kelli-: dancing with the tiny mesh skirt flying around  

dennis_346: winks at jill 

pyron_2: wow jill 

kelli-: smiles at Jill .. waves the skirt 

tigerzjill: turns around and sways my butt to the crowd  

kelli-: fans my face 

tigerzjill: bending over and slowly lifting up running my hands along my legs  

D r a z: grins smiling seeing the pert butt as jill sways 

dennis_346: so sexy jill 

kelli-: moves up the bar toward Jill 

tigerzjill: wraps my arms arond kelli  



tigerzjill: squatting up and down against her running my hands along her smooth body  

kelli-: dancing with Jill toward the stage 

dennis_346: watching the girls meet up 

D r a z: grins watching as the girls dance over  to  the  stage 

tigerzjill: grinding against kelli to the beat  

tigerzjill: tossing my hair back  

kelli-: hands move up your body 

dennis_346: better 

tigerzjill: i turn and walk slowly to the cage...winking at Gabriela  

tigerzjill: blowing her a soft sexy kiss  

kelli-: follows Jill into the cage 

Gabriela92: grins at Jill getting adventurous in her debut... 

trisha_29: its not a problem pyron 

pyron_2:  

kelli-: backs Jill up to the vertical bars  

dennis_346: smiles at the girls 

tigerzjill: feels the cold metal against my warm skin  

kelli-: dirty dancing with you 

pyron_2: i have drank 2 bottles of cold water allready 

tigerzjill: grinding against kelli running my hands all over  

pyron_2: wow jill 

kelli-: leans into you  

kelli-: hips humping your thigh 

kelli-: hands move up your sides 

dennis_346: not taking my eyes off the girls 

tigerzjill: places my hands on yours kelli  

tigerzjill: working my hips back and forth  

tigerzjill: rolling my tummy and hips  

kelli-: slowly moves them over your shoulders 

dennis_346: moving closer to the fans 

pyron_2: yay 

kelli-: down your back 

kelli-: reaching your bra strap 

dennis_346: geting another cold water 

kelli-: tucks a finger under the clasp.. pulls and twists .. pops open 

pyron_2:  

kelli-: pulls it off your shoulds and lets go 

dennis_346: kellis a pro at that 

kelli-: smiles 

tigerzjill: staring in kelli's eyes letting her hands do what she wants  

dennis_346: smiles at jill 

kelli-: pulls the bra off your arms and tosses it over my shoulder 

tigerzjill: shakes my shoulder allowing the bra to slide down my arms  



kelli-: giggle 

tigerzjill: covers my small breasts with my hands  

pyron_2: im happy i choose to come back to the room trisha its allways fun in here  

kelli-: holds your hips .. slowly moves you around 

dennis_346: verynice 

tigerzjill: swaying my hips with your hands on them  

kelli-: turns you facing the boys 

dennis_346: smilesat kelli 

tigerzjill: blushing  

kelli-: hands moving with your hips 

D r a z: grins at kelli and jill 

tigerzjill: my hands still over my breasts  

kelli-: moves close behind you 

tigerzjill: winks at Draz and slowly lets my hands slide lower  

kelli-: hands slowly move over your body 

dennis_346: sips my water 

tigerzjill: flashing the top half of my breasts to the crowd  

kelli-: my hands turn  

dennis_346: leans back in my chair 

dennis_346: wow jill 

kelli-: move up under your fore arms 

kelli-: to your palms 

kelli-: slip my hands under yours palms facing palms..  

tigerzjill: my skin is tingling like crazy as kelli takes my hands  

dennis_346: looking at kellis hands 

kelli-: hold my hands .. like the song says 

tigerzjill: my legs trembling from the excitement  

kelli-: fingers intertwine with yours 

dennis_346: so hot 

tigerzjill: lowering my hands holding your hand tight  

kelli-: slowly .. carefully .. pulls your hands down  

kelli-: whispers.. soooo freee 

kelli-: kiss your neck 

dennis_346: licks my lips 

Gabriela92: gives a low whistle as Jill's body becomes even more visible to everyone... 

mmmm.... 

tigerzjill: knowing you are revealing my hard nipples for everyone to see  

kelli-: your beautiful hard pink nipples pointing  

D r a z: woo hoo  jill 

tigerzjill: closes my eyes moaning leaning into you  

dennis_346: very nice jill 

kelli-: pulls your arms up high over your head as you lean back against me 

kelli-: releases your hands .. move mine down your arms 

tigerzjill: my arms over my head  



tigerzjill: my hips still swaying to the music  

kelli-: whispers hold them high  

tigerzjill: back and forth  

kelli-: love Phil Collins 

dennis_346: watching jills hipsmove 

kelli-: hands move around your ribs 

kelli-: to your hips 

tigerzjill: i keep them over my head holding onto the bars of the cage  

kelli-: teasing your skin  

tigerzjill: as you tease me sooooooooooo  

kelli-: arch your back ..  

kelli-: fingers trace the waist band 

kelli-: lightly against your skin 

kelli-: around to your back  

dennis_346: watching kellis fingers 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the band 

dennis_346: grins 

kelli-: the back around you  

kelli-: under the band 

kelli-: tugging it  

kelli-: releasing it 

dennis_346: mmmm 

kelli-: letting the thong fall to the cage floor 

tigerzjill: wiggling my hips  

tigerzjill: suddenly feeling soooo alive soooo free  

kelli-: hold on to those bars tight 

D r a z: smiles looking jill All over 

dennis_346: looking so good jill 

kelli-: kiss the middle of your back  

tigerzjill: staring out at the crowd  

Gabriela92: lets my eyes roam, up and down, taking in every inch of that erotic, sensual 

body... 

kelli-: hands around your hips 

tigerzjill: smiles at Draz  

dennis_346: smiles at jill 

tigerzjill: stares into dennis' eyes  

kelli-: following your hips as they move to the slow beat 

D r a z: smiles at jill 

dennis_346: stares back 

kelli-: softly bites your shoulder 

pyron_2: looks all over kellis wonderful body  

tigerzjill: winks at pyron glad that he stayed  

tigerzjill: moaning as i feel your teeth onmy skin  

pyron_2: im so happy that i stayed to  



kelli-: pulls the blousey top over my head 

kelli-: no bra  

pyron_2: mmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: slowly moving to the blues  

dennis_346: looks at kelli and smiles 

kelli-: out from behind Jill 

pyron_2: amazing jill  

tigerzjill: my hips making slow suggestive thrusts against the cage to the soft blues  

kelli-: hips swivel  

tigerzjill: turns to smile at kelli  

kelli-: backs up to the bars next to Jill .. looking at you 

tigerzjill: leaning to kiss her deeply passionately  

kelli-: hands hold the bar over my head 

dennis_346: nice 

D r a z: grins watching gills erotic and sensual  sway 

kelli-: arching my back  

pyron_2: yay 

kelli-: deep return kissssssssss 

tigerzjill: my hands slide down from the cage  

dennis_346: there both so damn sexy 

tigerzjill: tracing along kelli's arms  

tigerzjill: fingers circling your beautiful nipples  

kelli-: long hard pointing 

kelli-: watching you 

tigerzjill: blowing a kiss on one then the other  

tigerzjill: while my fingers trace lower down your sides  

kelli-: smiles... head moves back against the bars.. eyes close 

dennis_346: looking at kellis hard nipples 

tigerzjill: until i slip a finger into the waist band of your lil boy shorts  

kelli-: moves my legs apart 

tigerzjill: letting pyron see my finger inside kelli's panties  

pyron_2: mmmmmm 

pyron_2: so very hot  

dennis_346: hi neverther 

tigerzjill: licks my lips staring at pyron  

kelli-: someone toss py a towel  

neverther: hello 

pyron_2: ooo thank you  

dennis_346: lol 

pyron_2: im sweating like crazy  

tigerzjill: as i run my fingers along kelli's small waist  

dennis_346: siting in front of the fan 

tigerzjill: inching her boy shorts off her sexy hips  



kelli-: fingers grip the bars tighter 

pyron_2: so awesome jill oooooooo 

kelli-: my winter trim cuming into view 

pyron_2: woah kelli 

pyron_2: smiles at jill and watches her  

dennis_346: smilesat kelli 

tigerzjill: turns kelli to face dennis as i slowly pull them lower  

tigerzjill: kissing her back  

kelli-: hands on the bars like I'm in jail 

tigerzjill: kneeling behind her now  

pyron_2: mmmmmmm 

dennis_346: winks at jill 

tigerzjill: kissing the curve of her back  

pyron_2: smiles up at jill 

kelli-: arching my back more 

tigerzjill: as the boy shorts inch further down her legs  

tigerzjill: until they fall to the ground  

kelli-: facing the ceiling .. eyes closed 

dennis_346: watching her remove kellis shorts 

D r a z: whistles loudly 

tigerzjill: running my hands across her tummy  

kelli-: my tummie muscles quiver  

Gabriela92: the only thing better than Jill naked is Kelli and Jill naked together... 

mmmmm..... 

tigerzjill: kissing her back nibbling as my fingers glide over your skin  

pyron_2: wow 

dennis_346: sexy tummy kelli 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

dennis_346: lol gab 

tigerzjill: and down your legs  

kelli-: mouth open slightly 

pyron_2: awesome  

dennis_346: very true 

tigerzjill: standing up behind you  

kelli-: hips begin to sway to the beat 

kelli-: turns to face JIll  

kelli-: hands on your hips as I sway  

tigerzjill: my heart is racing as i look into your eyes  

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: dance with me 

dennis_346: watching the girls sway 

tigerzjill: my arms around your neck  

kelli-: we will end this together 



pyron_2:  

kelli-: slowly moves beside you 

kelli-: arm around your waist 

kelli-: bump and grind 

dennis_346: so hot 

tigerzjill: my whole body is tingling with you kelli  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

dennis_346: smiles 

tigerzjill: drops to my knees next to kelli  

kelli-: lean back with me 

tigerzjill: my eyes closes lost in the sexy moment  

tigerzjill: leaning back  

kelli-: smiling  

D r a z: smiles watching as the girls bring the dance to a hot conclusion  

kelli-: we lean back together 

dennis_346: very hot 

kelli-: all the way 

pyron_2: wow 

kelli-: head on the floor behind us 

kelli-: grinning wide  

D r a z: stands and apapluds the wto girls .bravooooo 

tigerzjill: breathing so fast smliing blushing all at once  

dennis_346: wow 

kelli-: laffs out loud 

Gabriela92: fantastic, girls!!!!!! 

kelli-: THAT was fun!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

pyron_2: calp 

pyron_2: cheer 

tigerzjill: stands up  

dennis_346: very good both of you 

D r a z: stands by the cage door with two LAB robes .......... and  smiles at  the two girls as 

i open the door and pass them  in   

pyron_2: well done both of you that was amazing!!!!!! 

kelli-: stands with Jill 

pyron_2: cheer  

tigerzjill: kisses kelli  

pyron_2: WOW 

pyron_2: awesome show 

kelli-: kisssssssssssssssss 

tigerzjill: turns to Gabriela and blows her a kiss winking...whispering Thank You  

pyron_2: im so happy i stayed i would have missed it jill and kelli 

Gabriela92: whoops my approval and swings my arm around overhead before bursting 

into wild applause and whooping hollers. 



kelli-: THANK YOU SOOO MUCH GAB 

pyron_2: woohoo 

Gabriela92: You girls were fabulous... maybe the best dual dance ever!!!! 

pyron_2: awesome work kelli 

pyron_2: you to jill 

pyron_2: it was very wonderful  

tigerzjill: whispering thank you in kelli's ear  

kelli-: smiles widely 

dennis_346: thank you kelli and jill 

kelli-: kisss Jill ... thank YOU 

D r a z: good  to see  you let  it all go jill ...winks  

pyron_2: thank you so much for the amazing show girls  

pyron_2: loved it  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: slips on the small LAB robe  

tigerzjill: smliing so big  

tigerzjill: reaching for the robe  

tigerzjill: helping kelli slip hers on  

kelli-: thanks 

tigerzjill: then slipping mine on  

kelli-: holds yours up for you 

tigerzjill: giggles when i see how short it is  

kelli-: arms in  

dennis_346: need a cold shower after that 

 

 

 

tigerzjill: gets up and starts to dance  

kelli-: joins Jill  

D r a z: looks andsees quite enough junk there 

tigerzjill: holds kelli's hand  

kelli-: spins over next to Jill and bumps bunns 

tigerzjill: as we sway and grind in front of rocket  

RocketManFL: smiling  

tigerzjill: tosses my hair as we bump  

kelli-: holds Jills hands high 

RocketManFL: laps beat on thighs  

RocketManFL: slaps  

RocketManFL: no treble  

kelli-: moves around Rockeys chair 

RocketManFL: head twirl on shivel  

RocketManFL: kelli jill kelli jill  

kelli-: climbs the back of his chair and sits on his shoulders 

kelli-: hands high .. dancing  



RocketManFL: leans head back agianst kelli  

tigerzjill: leans over tossing my hair in his face dragging it over  

tigerzjill: giggles  

kelli-: fluffls your hair 

RocketManFL: temorarily blinded by jill's hair  

kelli-: holds your head against me while I move to the beat 

kelli-: wiggles my ass  

RocketManFL: feels a bit clostrophobic caught between the sexy ladies  

RocketManFL: what a was to go  

tigerzjill: spreads rockets legs apart  

kelli-: stands on the arms of Rockeys chair .. wiggling my ass  

tigerzjill: runs my hands along his legs  

RocketManFL: << willingly spread wie  

RocketManFL: wide  

RocketManFL: oh my  

tigerzjill: as i kneel up and down to the beat  

RocketManFL: daaaaum  

kelli-: shakes my yoga shorts clad butt at him 

RocketManFL: feels pressure build  

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmm fine bass  

RocketManFL: knees bounce to beat  

kelli-: the little shorts clinging to me like paint 

tigerzjill: grins still in my workout clothes....orange nike drifit running shirt, sports bra 

and black running tights  

RocketManFL: << huge sile  

RocketManFL: <<<< feels a workout coming on  

kelli-: jumps down to the floor 

kelli-: hey yo 

tigerzjill: straddles his lap  

tigerzjill: facing him  

RocketManFL: watches kellis dismount"  

tigerzjill: leaning back  

RocketManFL: hands to Jills waist  

tigerzjill: grinding against him  

RocketManFL: smiles int Jill's eyes  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle my unfat butt 

RocketManFL: shapely sexy butt  

tigerzjill: gets up and turns around  

tigerzjill: slides back on his lap  

tigerzjill: squirming grinding back  

kelli-: moves around the chair in time to the country beat 

tigerzjill: leaning forward  

kelli-: shakin that thayn 

D r a z: rocket lifted off  



tigerzjill: giggles  

kelli-: we have lift off  

D r a z: wb rocket  

RocketManFL: freekin PAL  

RocketManFL: ty draz  

kelli-: moves behind Jill .. hands on her hips .. shakin that thing 

tigerzjill: grins swaying against kelli  

kelli-: take the training wheels off and buy are real computer Rockey 

tigerzjill: shaking it in front of rocket  

kelli-: arms around Jill from behind .. shakin that thing 

kelli-: and soon Rockey LMAO POOFFFFF 

kelli-: moves infront of Jill 

kelli-: hey check me out... check me out LOL 

kelli-: shakin my butt to the beat 

kelli-: moves infront of Rockey.. feet moving to the beat 

kelli-: leaning in toward you 

RocketManFL: shake that thang 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: shakin that thang 

RocketManFL: smiling at kelli 

kelli-: straightening up  

kelli-: hands move high 

RocketManFL: slaps beat on my legs 

kelli-: hips swivel 

RocketManFL: whistles at swivel 

D r a z:  watches  the hips shake  

kelli-: takes that as in invitation so I sit on your lap 

kelli-: legs straddling yours 

RocketManFL: knees boucne under you 

indyjones42: hey 

kelli-: leaning back into you 

kelli-: hi indy 

indyjones42: kelli 

RocketManFL: hands go to your waist to steady you 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles on your lap to the beat 

D r a z: hi indy   

RocketManFL: oh myyyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

indyjones42: hi draz 

RocketManFL: enjoys grinding 

kelli-: lots of skin between my yoga shorts and half tank 

RocketManFL: shake it for me 

kelli-: hips move left left right right 

kelli-: legs push my body back against you 



kelli-: leans forward grinding my ass against you 

RocketManFL: daum 

kelli-: doubles the beat 

kelli-: rocks hard 

RocketManFL: eyes rolling back in head head flips back 

RocketManFL: hard rocks 

kelli-: jumps off your lap 

kelli-: climbs the chair onto the arms 

RocketManFL: oh my, shifts 

RocketManFL: cant hide  

kelli-: facing you 

RocketManFL: oh well 

kelli-: dancing on the chair arms  

RocketManFL: looks into your eyes smiling 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

kelli-: one foot on each arm of the chair 

kelli-: shakin my hips 

kelli-: whooo 

RocketManFL: hands lightly stroke lower legs 

indyjones42: go kelli 

RocketManFL: looking up 

RocketManFL: wonderful sight 

kelli-: smiles down at Rockey who is strangely staring up at my crotch  

RocketManFL: winks 

RocketManFL: not so strangely  

kelli-: rolls the waist of the yoga pants and pulls then super tight 

D r a z: sends out search party  to   the ladies for jill  

RocketManFL: oh my, outlines forming 

kelli-: remind you of a pack of Camel Cigarettes ? 

RocketManFL: how did oyu know what i was thinking? 

kelli-: hands move down my thighs 

RocketManFL: smiles 

kelli-: up the insides 

RocketManFL: 2 humper 

kelli-: shaking to the beat 

RocketManFL: oh man 

kelli-: the whole chair movin 

RocketManFL: chica bom bom 

kelli-: jumps up and turns 180 .. lands facing away  

RocketManFL: wow 

RocketManFL: claps at athletic move 

kelli-: chica bom bom on the chair arms 

RocketManFL: hear chair creakin 

kelli-: leans forward shakin my chica bom bom  



kelli-: thrusting my hips  

RocketManFL: thinkd * may end up on floor in heap* 

RocketManFL: enjoyes thrusting hips 

RocketManFL: << drools 

kelli-: jumps over to the bar 

RocketManFL: watched as Kelli lands on bar 

kelli-: dancing .. lets moving high 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: claps the beat  

kelli-: hips swivel as I turn  

kelli-: leans forward facing away 

kelli-: hands on thighs 

kelli-: shakin my butt at indy 

indyjones42: nice butt kelli 

kelli-: hands move around my hips 

kelli-: over my butt 

kelli-: hips swivel 

indyjones42: yoga pants nice and tight..... 

kelli-: painted on  

D r a z: puts hands in air and claops  them together watching   kelli 

kelli-: turns and plays air guitar 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: rocking it out 

kelli-: hair flys 

kelli-: rockin my body hard 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: taps toe  

indyjones42: enjoying watching the moves 

kelli-: then heel on the bar 

kelli-: head shakin side to side 

kelli-: does the Egyptian walk 

kelli-: into a lil moon walk  

kelli-: stops infront of indy 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli ..........   

kelli-: turns my thing around 

indyjones42: smiles as well 

kelli-: slowly swivels my hips as I slowly turn  

indyjones42: mmmmm..... 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: facing the back of the bar 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

indyjones42: mesmorised... 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder at Indy 

D r a z: watches  the hips      



kelli-: winks 

kelli-: slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: hands move high  

indyjones42: wipes my hands on my thighs 

kelli-: hips thrusting front and back to the beat 

D r a z:  looks out the window as rocket  goes into orbit .........premature ignition  

kelli-: giggles @ Draz 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: to my hips 

indyjones42: leans forwards to get a closer look 

kelli-: turns toward Indy 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: both heels beating out the rhythm  

kelli-: causing my body to bounce to the beat 

indyjones42: tapping the beat on my thighs 

indyjones42: you bounce well 

kelli-: smiles  

indyjones42: smiles too 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: hips thrusthing left left right right 

kelli-: arms cross 

kelli-: pulls up the half tank over my head 

kelli-: tosses it to Indy 

kelli-: lands on your shoulder 

indyjones42: catches the top 

kelli-: giggles 

indyjones42: on my shoulder 

kelli-: LOL 

kelli-: tight lil bandeau strapless bra clinging to my body 

indyjones42: to a nice body kelli 

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: knees bend as I make slinky moves  

kelli-: hips circling 

kelli-: slips down to the floor 

kelli-: dances around your chair 

indyjones42: swivling round to keep watching 

kelli-: climbs up on your lap 

kelli-: stand on the seat facing you 

kelli-: slowly moving to the beat 

kelli-: sits down 

indyjones42: slowly watching thr moves 

kelli-: legs wrap around you 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: eyes on yours 



kelli-: hips rock to the beat 

indyjones42: you can feel my enjoyment 

kelli-: pulls myself against you 

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

indyjones42: my eyes watching your eyes 

kelli-: feel the chair move to the rhythm 

kelli-: eyes locked onto yours 

indyjones42: smiling knowingly 

kelli-: thrusting my hips up down up down 

kelli-: runs my hands down your arms 

kelli-: takes your hands 

kelli-: puts them on my hips 

kelli-: lets go 

kelli-: leans back  

indyjones42: they long to be there 

tigerzjill: back   

indyjones42: giving out heat kelli 

indyjones42: wb 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: wb Jill 

tigerzjill: giggles and watches kelli  

indyjones42: grips your hips tight 

kelli-: leans  back farther 

kelli-: legs lock around you 

kelli-: grinds against you to the beat 

kelli-: stretching back horizontally 

indyjones42: leans hard against you 

kelli-: muscles tight to support me 

kelli-: feels your hands and fingers tighten on my hips 

kelli-: grinds harder to the music 

indyjones42: feels your ass against my legs 

kelli-: pulls my self up  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: eyes on yours 

indyjones42: smiles too 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

indyjones42: gazing into your eyes 

kelli-: hips rock.. thrusting to the new beat 

kelli-: grind against you 

indyjones42: hands on your waist 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hands move down my body  



kelli-: one on my tummie .. fingers spread 

indyjones42: watching your hand 

kelli-: moves down 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: back of my hand brushing you 

kelli-: smiles 

indyjones42: feels good to be... brushed 

kelli-: both hands move up your chest 

kelli-: leaning hard into you .. hips thrusting hard 

kelli-: face inches from yours 

kelli-: hips rocking 

indyjones42: my fingers brushing your ass 

kelli-: leans over and whispers 

indyjones42: hello back 

kelli-: climbs off your lap 

kelli-: holds out my hand 

indyjones42: takes your hand 

Kelleen: howdy jill 

kelli-: moves down the bar to the key box .. grabs 19 

kelli-: winks at Jill 

indyjones42: smiles at everyone and follows kelli 

kelli-: climbs the stairs 

kelli-: hand in hand 

 

 

Kelli- 
 

 
kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: dancing hard to the new beat 

dennis_346: moves my coffee off the bar 

kelli-: hips rockin and rollin  

MsSmooth: kelli is going to show me how its done ? lol 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips swivel 

dennis_346: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: short plaid skirt sways  

xx-bobo-xx: sits up to watch the dance 

D r a z: clears the bar of everything and looks up 

dennis_346: love the plaid 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Draz 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: high in the air 

kelli-: hips rock 



kelli-: spins  

D r a z: smile s.watchingb that ass jiggle and wriggle 

kelli-: flairs the skirt 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

dennis_346: watching kelli move to the beat 

kelli-: air guitar 

D r a z: smiles seeing the pert butt under the skirt  

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: spins 

ratherbe: watches as kelli dances to the music  

kelli-: shakin ass  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: leans forward 

dennis_346: looking at kellis nice ass 

kelli-: spins 

MsSmooth: she knows how to work it 

kelli-: snaps fingers on both hands 

dennis_346: yes she does 

kelli-: upper body sways 

kelli-: head nodding to the beat 

kelli-: hips swivel 

D r a z: watches  as  kelli  rocks  to the beat  

dennis_346: sipsmy coffee watching 

kelli-: moves infront of rather 

kelli-: looks down 

kelli-: slowly turns my back 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: skirt sways to the beat 

ratherbe: looks up as kelli dances infront of me  

kelli-: slowly leans forward  

kelli-: skirt rising up the back of my thighs 

dennis_346: mmmm 

MsSmooth: she making it warm in here 

kelli-: leaning forward at the waist 

dennis_346: leans in to get a better look 

kelli-: softly sways 

D r a z: turns the fans on  

kelli-: skirt moves in the air from the fans 

kelli-: smiles at Draz 

dennis_346: orders a cold water to cool down 

ratherbe: smiles as kelli sways back and forth, skirt riding high exposing those sexie tan 

legs  



D r a z:  winks to kelli 

kelli-: motions Draz to move the fans closer to me 

D r a z:  point the fans up  kellis legs  

kelli-: coy look on my face 

kelli-: waits for the music 

kelli-: pounds out the beat 

kelli-: stays back from the fan 

kelli-: letting the air ripple my skirt 

kelli-: hips roll  

Centuritime:    

D r a z: shes a sexy little thing  ....   

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: looking down at rather 

kelli-: slowly turns 

dennis_346: watching kellis hands 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: hips move the skirt  

ratherbe: runs my tongue across my lips as i look into kelli's eyes  

kelli-: roll as the fan waves my skirt 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder .. winks at Jill 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

tigerzjill: winks at kelli  

kelli-: watching the boys watch my hands as they move to my bare midrift 

tigerzjill: ohhh notices Kelli dancing...looks for a place to sit  

kelli-: hips swivel  

dennis_346: mmmm watching 

kelli-: turns slowly as the fan ripples the skirt 

xx-bobo-xx: misses my mouth with my beer watchin kelli 

kelli-: taps my toe on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: watching everyone 

xx-bobo-xx: hiya trisha 

dennis_346: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: hips move left left right right 

D r a z: shes on fire ............... lord that girl is smokin 

Centuritime: tigerzjill? where have you been all my life? 

kelli-: slowly back down the bar toward the fan 

kelli-: watching you watch the skirt blow in the breeze 

ratherbe: slowly sways back inforth in time with kelli  

kelli-: left right left right with rather 

dennis_346: takes a big drink of cold water to cooldown 

D r a z: smiles as the skirt  blows aagaints  the firm thighs 

kelli-: spins making the skirt flair 

kelli-: high on my thighs 



kelli-: hands waving in the air 

kelli-: leaning back 

tigerzjill: standing watching the seductive dance  

kelli-: stretching my hands high 

D r a z:   woo hoo   kelli  

kelli-: the half tank move high on my body 

dennis_346: she is on fire 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: hands slowly move down the front of my body 

dennis_346: watching those sexy hips 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: heel pounding out the beat 

kelli-: cross my arms infront of me 

D r a z: watches  kelli as  the beat takes her over 

kelli-: rips the half tank off my body  

kelli-: swings it over my head 

D r a z: take it  off and take me diown  

dennis_346: wow 

tigerzjill: staring....realizing i am forgetting to breathe  

kelli-: narrow bandeau holding my small boobs tightly 

kelli-: toss the top to Draz 

kelli-: hands move down my skin  

D r a z:  catches the top and slips it in kellis back back  

kelli-: rolls my hips to the beat 

xx-bobo-xx: she takes yer breath away ok tigerz 

kelli-: circles 

ratherbe: sits here mesmerzied as kelli dances up on the bar 

kelli-: slowly turns my back to you 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: rolls my ass 

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

kelli-: moves in a circle 

xx-bobo-xx: smiles back 

tigerzjill: yes she sooo does bobo  

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: as the beat moves me 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: flairs skirt 

kelli-: move toward the fan 

kelli-: skirt blowing harder 

kelli-: whipping in the breeze 

ratherbe: looks on as the fans blow kelli's skirt around  

kelli-: spins ... the skirt flies high 



D r a z: watches  the hips move to  the beat   

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: slowly turns as the skirt whips 

kelli-: hands move down my body as I turn  

kelli-:  moves closer to the fan 

D r a z: smies watching  the hands   

kelli-: hands reach the waist band of my skirt 

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: moves closer  

kelli-: looks at everyone  

D r a z: winks at  kelli 

kelli-: skirt blowing hard .. whipping hard 

kelli-: right hand moves 

kelli-: skirt flies off and down the bar 

dennis_346: damn 

kelli-: tiny black thong working the beat 

tigerzjill: reaches to catch it as it flies by  

D r a z: catches the skirt and puts it in the backmpack  

kelli-: don't fight over it you two LOL 

tigerzjill: damn Draz has better hands than me  

kelli-: dances down the bar 

kelli-: hips swaying 

D r a z: bigger one s ...holds  them up 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: stops infront of Jill 

dennis_346: smiles at kelli has she walks bye 

tigerzjill: puts my hand next to Draz....  

tigerzjill: looking up at Kelli smilng big  

kelli-: thin bandeau doing a poor job of hiding my excitement 

tigerzjill: staring at your beautiful face and eyes  

kelli-: standing at the edge of the bar .. feet apart 

kelli-: eyes lock on yours 

kelli-: hands slowly explore my bare skin 

tigerzjill: running my hands over my body as i stare deeply into your magical eyes  

kelli-: down my body 

kelli-: left hand stops on my tummie..  

kelli-: fingers wide 

kelli-: hips sway to the beat 

D r a z: watches the fingers  explore the bare skin   to  the blues beat  

kelli-: right hand moving down my thigh 

tigerzjill: i start swaying to match kelli's movements  

kelli-: slowly back up  

kelli-: hips, body, shoulders and head swaying to the bluesy beat 

kelli-: tiny thing hiding little 



tigerzjill: my eyes not losing yours as i try to match your sexy movements  

kelli-: hair floating back and forth as I lean back  

kelli-: hand moves down  

kelli-: tracing the leg band 

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

tigerzjill: leaning back thrusting my hips forward as well  

kelli-: leans over the edge on all four 

tigerzjill: careful not to lose your eyes  

tigerzjill: leaning closer to the bar  

kelli-: hair brushing over dennis and bo bo 

kelli-: body moving to the beat  

kelli-: push up on my knees 

xx-bobo-xx: hair smells sweet 

kelli-: hands gesture to the words 

kelli-: smiles at draz 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: hands cover my chest 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

kelli-: hips swivel as a slowly turn 

kelli-: facing the back of the bar 

D r a z: watches as kelli  swivels a round  

kelli-: leans forward slightly  

kelli-: flexing ass to the beat 

kelli-: the bandeau loosens 

kelli-: moves it up around my neck 

kelli-: hands cover 

kelli-: hips move to the slow beat 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: keeps hands over my small boobs 

D r a z: watches the hips as the hands move  

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

kelli-: walks in time to the music .. up the bar 

ratherbe: watches intensly as kelli dances, her hands covering her tits  

kelli-: climbs into the cage 

kelli-: flips the bandeau over a cross bar 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: swivels hips  

kelli-: bouncing ass in a thrusting motion 

D r a z: smiles watching the tight hips and pert  butt 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 



xx-bobo-xx: what a firm ass it is too 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: arms wrap a verticle bar 

kelli-: press my body against the bar 

kelli-: hips pick up the beat 

kelli-: thrusting against the bar 

kelli-: push push  

kelli-: push  

kelli-: push 

D r a z: watcing the bars make animpression on kelli 

kelli-: planting my feet on the floor of the cage  

kelli-: slowly rolls the waist band of the thong 

D r a z:  watches the thong slide down  

kelli-: slowly turns my back as the thong drops 

kelli-: steps out 

kelli-: hips sway to the slow beat 

kelli-: swivel 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

kelli-: slowly turn toward you 

ratherbe: watches kelli's hot lil body move to the music, her ass pressed against the bars 

kelli-: hips sway .. thrust .. sway .. thrust 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: falling to my knees 

kelli-: lean back stretching my body  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli as she leansback stretching out  

kelli-: hips pulsing to the rhythm 

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: collapse  

xx-bobo-xx: swtands up and claps and wolfwhistles for kelli bravo 

tigerzjill: staring and stands and starts to clap  

kelli-: moves  to my feet  

D r a z:   Bravo Bravo Bravo kelli ,........ 

D r a z:  stands by the cage with a LAB robe  

kelli-: smiles at the crowd 

ratherbe: jumps to my feet, clapping and whistling  

xx-bobo-xx: leaves a 50 on the bar for a drink for the dancer 

kelli-: thank you ...everyone 



D r a z:  opens up the robe    

kelli-: opens the cage 

xx-bobo-xx: excellent kelli 

kelli-: push my arms in the robe 

D r a z:  smiles as I close up the robe 

D r a z:  and ties the belt  

kelli-: looks up at draz over my shoulder  

D r a z:  wb trisha hugs 

kelli-: smiling 

D r a z:   smiles and gives kelli a sqeeze ........  great dance kelli 

tigerzjill: claps for Kelli and her amazing dance  

kelli-: kissss thanx Draz 

kelli-: spins and dances up the bar to an empty chair 

 
 
kelli-: brb .. then dg and I are gonna work together on something you guys might enjoy 

so .. stick around 

kelli-: back from the changing room ...  

pink 1/2 tank  

dirtyrpgirl: wb kelli...smiles 

D r a z:  it s gonna be hellova show  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: rotates hips  

kelli-: claps hands over my head 

dirtyrpgirl: watches kelli 

kelli-: hips swivel 

dirtyrpgirl: shake it girl 

kelli-: bends at the waist 

kelli-: clapping to the beat 

kelli-: moves in a circle 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the rhythm 

EightyThreeSix: hello 

kelli-: rockin my lil body 

D r a z: smiles watching  thesexydancer on the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: hiya eighty....smiles 

kelli-: bends waaayyyy back 

Al_dente_: never get tired of watching Kelli's body move 

EightyThreeSix: howdy dirty 

kelli-: air guitar 

sharnie-4: hi  dirty 

kelli-: heels beating out the rhythm on the bar 

kelli-: limbo like move 

Phedre: hey Sharnie 

kelli-: stands up straight dancing hard 



kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: spinning as the skirt flairs 

kelli-: stops with my back to you 

Al_dente_: catching a aglimpse of thighs... 

kelli-: rockin hard 

Al_dente_: thighs 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: swivels my hips 

Al_dente_: and a fair bit of ass I might add.... 

kelli-: shakes my ass at Al 

kelli-: leans forward and shimmies  

dirtyrpgirl: headphones and dancin in the dj booth as i watch kelli...hitting the lighting 

system too 

kelli-: flips up the back of the skirt 

kelli-: goes nuts under the strobe lights 

Al_dente_: goes slightly weak kneed at the obvious ass shaking 

kelli-: yells .. yesssss 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: lands on my feet with my ass shimmying to the beat 

kelli-: body rockin hard 

kelli-: leans forward.. hair flying 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: spins again 

D r a z: grins watching kelli  dance her heart out 

kelli-: skirt flairs high 

Al_dente_: waves to David, but with my eyes firmly fixed on Kelli 

kelli-: the lil pink thong sparkling in the strobe lights 

Al_dente_: not wanting to miss an inch of exposure 

kelli-: stomps out the beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: spins and stops 

Al_dente_: watches the hands jelously 

kelli-: catches the beat 

kelli-: cuts it in half under the strobes 

D r a z:  watches as kelli shifts gears  to the beats  

dirtyrpgirl: changes the lights flicker on red and blue....and puts the spotlight on that 

ass...strobes blinking bright................ 

kelli-: my hands and body studders in the flashing lights as I move  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: hands high 

Al_dente_: glad the srobes didn't cut her ass in half... 

kelli-: hips work the beat 



kelli-: just cracked it Al 

Al_dente_: But I think it's cracked! 

in....hugssssssssssssssssssssssssss david and grinds down into his lap 

kelli-: left the skirt to show you where the verticle band disappears in the "crack" 

Al_dente_: I see the stobe has made the thong dissapear tho 

trisha_29: smiles and squeeks at the squeeze 

kelli-: hair flys wildly  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: head and shoulders moving hard 

kelli-: fans myself.. whew!! 

kelli-: picks up the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

ice_coffee_2: hi 

D r a z: looksupat kelli as she  dance out the beat 

kelli-: feet stomping out the beat 

Al_dente_: enjoys the body moves 

kelli-: almost like running in place 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: plants my feet 

D r a z: winks at kelli as her hands excite her  

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

kelli-: yanks off the half tank  

kelli-: waves it around 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice... 

D r a z: watches the half tank  

kelli-: pulls it around my neck 

Al_dente_: not much clothing under there... 

kelli-: thin pink bandeau stretching tightly around my body 

kelli-: ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: perks to the sexaphone 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

dirtyrpgirl: turns down the house light and increases the blue stage 

lights...................slowing the strobes.......... 

Al_dente_: notices the bumps in the bandeau 

daviddirects: ohhh nice lighting dirty 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: upper body swaying 

trisha_29: very sexy sexy lighting 

kelli-: slowly swirling the tank top 

kelli-: tosses it to Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: grins back .....sways my ass to the tune in the dj booth 

kelli-: matching dg's swaying ass 



kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: spins .. flairing the shirt high 

D r a z: puts the top in back pack..watches the skirt 

kelli-: slowly dancing up the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of the guys 

Al_dente_: nice viewup under the skirt.. 

dirtyrpgirl: tapping my foot and wiggling my ass to some tab benoit............... 

kelli-: slowly moving .. slinky swaying walk to the beat 

kelli-: hips thrusting as I walk around to the beat 

daviddirects: rubs my hands along Trisha's hips...swaying with the music.. 

D r a z: watches  kelli as she wakks down the bar  

kelli-: eyes watching the guys watching me 

kelli-: unbuttons the skirt .. pulling it off  

Al_dente_: hard to look kelli in the eyes when she struts down the bar 

kelli-: struts back up the bar with the skirt over my shoulder 

Al_dente_: sighs.... 

kelli-: extra swing in the hips 

kelli-: smiles.. toss it to Draz 

kelli-: hands on hips .. facing you 

kelli-: right heel pounding out the beat on the bar 

D r a z: catches  the skirt and slips it in the back pack with wink 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body  

dirtyrpgirl: changes the lighting................quick flashes of green spots and a filtered 

change from green to blue...adding the smoke fx 

kelli-: one leg moving to the hard driving beat 

Al_dente_: watches as they caress every gorgeous inch 

kelli-: hands end up high .. leans back  

kelli-: pounding the beat 

kelli-: moving in a swaying mothing 

kelli-: motion 

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: swivel  

kelli-: moving in a circle 

kelli-: back to you 

redtail777: I noticed her mothing when I arrived 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the hard rhythm 

kelli-: swirling my hips 

kelli-: straights up 

kelli-: skips to the beat down the bar 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole 

kelli-: spins around twice 

kelli-: hands from my legs 



kelli-: spins catching the pole with my arms..  

kelli-: feet and legs fly out 

Al_dente_: admires the line of kelli's body as she twirls around the pole 

kelli-: wind around the pole under me 

D r a z: watches kelli  spin round   

kelli-: spins hanging horizontally off the pole from my legs 

kelli-: hands move to the floor 

kelli-: hand stand with my ass against the pole 

kelli-: thrusting my ass on the pole 

kelli-: legs still wrapped 

D r a z: looks to  the pole ........ 

kelli-: flips on my hands to my feet 

Al_dente_: if only the pole knew........... 

kelli-: jump up the pole 

kelli-: shimmies up  

kelli-: leans back .. legs wrapped .. one hand holding 

kelli-: hips thrusting my thighs and lower body against the pole 

D r a z: watches kelli stretch out  

kelli-: hair hanginig down 

kelli-: lets go .. hands by legs 

kelli-: hangs 

kelli-: moves to my feet 

kelli-: drops to my knees on the floor 

kelli-: leans back against the pole 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the slower beat 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice sight 

kelli-: then swivel 

kelli-: thrust left left right right 

D r a z: smiles as eyes focus to the tops of thighs 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leaning way back  

kelli-: letting you watch straight up my body 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: hands wrap the pole behind me 

kelli-: slowly rise to my feet 

kelli-: leaning back against the pole 

kelli-: slowly moving around it 

kelli-: profile 

dirtyrpgirl: turns the room back to all blue....blue spinnin light from above the stage and 

soft side lenses 

kelli-: turns toward the pole 

kelli-: body crushing against it  

kelli-: eyes close 



Al_dente_: <It's all decided- I'm comming back as a strippers pole... 

kelli-: hips thrusting my body against the pole 

D r a z: kelli and the pole are one] 

kelli-: legs wrap  

kelli-: humps harder 

kelli-: pole splits my boobs 

kelli-: peeks out from behind the pole  

kelli-: winks 

D r a z: winks back 

kelli-: moves up the bar 

kelli-: leaning down .. arms hanging down ..  

kelli-: walking in rhythm 

kelli-: drops to my knees near the edge 

kelli-: hands move up my skin 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli strut  to  the beat 

kelli-: rocking my body to the hard beat 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

Al_dente_: I'll swear those bandeau bumps have grown.. 

kelli-: back up straight on my knees 

RocketManFL: ty dirty 

kelli-: arms high .. shimmys my body 

dirtyrpgirl: love that growling and whinning saxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

kelli-: arms move down  

kelli-: over my body 

kelli-: over the bandeau 

kelli-: pulling it super tight 

kelli-: working my body 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

dirtyrpgirl: wb phedre !!!...hugssssssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: moves down the bar 

kelli-: working the beat 

kelli-: strutts as I walk 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooo opens the door..cum on in phedre !!!! 

D r a z: watches as kelli works down the bar to  the beat 

Al_dente_: probably not a lot of life left in rockets lap.. 

kelli-: picks up the beat 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's firm thighs as she struts.. 

kelli-: dancing hard to the new beat 

kelli-: profile to you 

Al_dente_: oh to be young again... 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

D r a z: grins watching kelli'sroling hips 



kelli-: slowly moves up the bar 

kelli-: workin the beat 

kelli-: watching they boys 

Phedre: woo hoo.. Dances with dirty in the booth*  

Al_dente_: as they watch the girls. 

kelli-: stops at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat  

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: over the tiny pink thong 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms in the air as i bump hips with phedre 

kelli-: living on the edge 

kelli-: down my thighs 

kelli-: wrapping around  

kelli-: coming up the middles slowly 

kelli-: to the Y 

Al_dente_: that pick thong is getting smaller... 

Al_dente_: pink' 

kelli-: fingers trace the pink material  

Phedre: *grins and wiggles* 

kelli-: then across the middle 

dirtyrpgirl: turns phedre and bump and grinds to her booty as i hold her hips 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie 

kelli-: fingers wide 

kelli-: the other hand under my boob 

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

Phedre: *wiggles back into Dirty my hands resting on those on my hips*  

kelli-: waits for it 

Al_dente_: smiles weakly back.. she knows full well I'm looking at her body 

kelli-: heel slowly moves to the new beat 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: slowly turns 

dirtyrpgirl: turns the spotlight onto kelli.............a tiny blue beam onto her hot body 

kelli-: hips move left right left right 

kelli-: profile 

kelli-: hands squeeze both boobs 

kelli-: winks at the boys 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: slowly finish the turn .. back to you 

kelli-: legs apart .. and straight 

kelli-: leaning back slightly 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the new beat 

D r a z: looks along the thighs  



kelli-: the bandeau loosens 

kelli-: front clasps open 

Al_dente_: hold breath... 

kelli-: looks over my shoulders 

kelli-: winks 

kelli-: wraps the pink bandeau around my shoulders and neck  

kelli-: hands cover  

D r a z: winks at  kelli  

kelli-: hips swivel hard 

kelli-: slowly dance in a circle 

kelli-: face you 

kelli-: to the edge of the bar 

Al_dente_: reaches out my hand to shake kelli's... 

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: smiles and laffs at al 

tiff_in_luv: smiles down the bar at trisha 

Al_dente_: Hmm I tried.... 

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the beat 

kelli-: keeps covered with my fingers 

kelli-: thrusting hard 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: pushhhhh 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: bandeau back on 

Al_dente_: I think I caught a glimpse in that move... 

kelli-: turns and dances up the bar 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: shaking my ass at the boys 

kelli-: working the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: turns the dim stair lights on for you as you desend from the booth 

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

Al_dente_: returns the smile.. enjoying the sight 

kelli-: does an indian type dance 

kelli-: working my way up the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of al 

Al_dente_: gulps 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

kelli-: extra wiggle  

kelli-: moves down to Draz 

Al_dente_: watches that ass dissapear up the bar 



kelli-: turns and shimmies 

D r a z: smiles and watches kelli approach  

kelli-: hands high 

D r a z:  grins at the shimmying kelli  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: legs straight .. feet apart 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: ass muscles beating out the rhythm 

kelli-: laffs and strutts up the bar 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: moves way down the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: and now.............................changes to room light to black out 

kelli-: leans on the cage 

dirtyrpgirl: and one bright spotlight on kelli 

kelli-: climbs in  

kelli-: holds at vertical bar 

Al_dente_: heart beats a little faster... 

kelli-: climbs up 

kelli-: swings from a top bar 

kelli-: legs wrap the top bar  

kelli-: hangs upside down facing you 

kelli-: dancing 

Al_dente_: eyes on the bandeau 

kelli-: swaying 

kelli-: unhooking the bandeau 

kelli-: come flying out of the cage 

D r a z:  watching kelli as she strips 

kelli-: stretching down 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice breasts 

kelli-: flips up catching the top bar and landing on my feet on the floor 

kelli-: hugging the vertical bar facing you 

kelli-: hips swivel 

Al_dente_: takes in kelli's unadorned curves... 

kelli-: fingers move down hooking the waist band 

kelli-: wiggles the thong off 

kelli-: hips swivel  

Al_dente_: yeah!!! 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: knees apart 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: leans waayyy back 



kelli-: thrust harder 

Al_dente_: quickly removes glasses and gives them a clean..  

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

kelli-: thrust thrust 

D r a z: grins watching kelli as she ends her dance   

dirtyrpgirl: slowly turns the room lights up.....ok folks lets here it for kelli 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: thrust thrust 

Al_dente_: very nice view. 

dirtyrpgirl: that was great kelli 

!!!!..................wooooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

kelli-: pulls up to my knees 

D r a z: bravio ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,kelli great dance ................stands by the cage door with a 

lab robe  

Phedre: *wolf whistles*  

kelli-: laffs at Phedre.. thanks  

dirtyrpgirl: hangs of the balcony of the DJ booth and applaudes the hot dance 

Al_dente_: stands awkwardly and applauds... 

kelli-: opens the cage  

Al_dente_: "well done Kelli" 

kelli-: steps out slipping my arms in the small robe held by Draz 

kelli-: looks at DG... Great spin .. and the LIGHTS!!! wow!!!! 

D r a z: ties the belt round kelli 

kelli-: leans back  

Al_dente_: <thinks it is a tantalisingly short robe... 

kelli-: into Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: thankies.....just a little thang from your friendly neighborhood 

spinner....winks 

kelli-: mid thigh Al  

D r a z: wrapsmy arms roud kelli ,,,,need a drink ? 

kelli-: it's just small because the regular ones kinda hang on me 

kelli-: some Ice cold water would be fantastic 

Al_dente_: yeah.. well it was mid thigh before you tightened the belt! 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli  *winks 

kelli-: LOL yeah.. looks down .. does shorten it a bit 

Al_dente_: perhaps I shouldn't have pointed that out 

kelli-: swirls around and sits down on a chair 

kelli-: winks at Al 

Al_dente_: just enjoys the view. 

Phedre: *nurses my Orange Juice, spinning the glass with  my thumb and forefinger 

listening to the tunes.. *  

kelli-: cross my legs letting the robe split open 



 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: plaid wrap skirt and half tank  

kelli-: plays a little air guitar 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of the boys 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: air guitar 

D r a z: looks along  the bar to kelli as she struts out her sstuff 

kelli-: leans back 

ratherbe: mmmmmmmm kelli, you looking hot tonight  

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

kelli-: strutts back down the bar  

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: leans forward 

gerrymac55: observes the strutting miss kelli 

lchome: whistles as kelli turns her back  

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

ratherbe: watches as kelli, struts up and down the bar,  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: slowly turns 

ratherbe: shake kelli shake it  

kelli-: smiles as the tune ends 

kelli-: THAT's how we do it saber 

kelli-: giggles 

karate820: watches kelli...admiring her  

kelli-: snaps my fingers 

Saberdragon: cute 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat 

D r a z:  gonna be hellova show  

kelli-: two step run skips into a cartwheel .. lands on my feet dancing hard 

kelli-: hair flying 

Saberdragon: ~ grins as he watches ~ 

kelli-: body rockin to the beat 

kelli-: punching the air 

kelli-: hands high 

karate820: loves the rockin body  

kelli-: hips swivel hard 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips moving hard 

kelli-: hands work down my body  

kelli-: winks over my shoulder at the boys 



kelli-: hands high 

D r a z: rocking the joint  the way its meant to be .....looks over at kelli 

kelli-: shakes it 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: skirt rising 

karate820: so sultry  

kelli-: foot pounding the bar to the beat 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: knees bend 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: jumps up and lands facing you 

kelli-: picks up the new beat 

ratherbe: looks up from my seat at the bar as kelli, dances and plays her air guitar up on 

the bar  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

karate820: very very nicee  

karate820: watches as you get to your knees  

Saberdragon: ~ taps his boot to the beat and enjoys the show ~ 

kelli-: body moving  

kelli-: gyrating to the beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body slowly 

kelli-: eyes watching the guys watching me 

ratherbe: loves they way your body moves to the music  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: hips moving one way .. shoulders the other 

D r a z: smiles watching  kelli as she moves through her dance...her young body  

synchronised  to  the beat  

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

kelli-: body twist and turns to the slow beat 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: arms move around my body 

kelli-: rips off the half tank 

kelli-: flips it around to the beat 

karate820: whoa...wohoo  

kelli-: toss it in the air .. turns 360 and catches it 

kelli-: throws it to Draz 

ratherbe: whistles loudly as kelli toss her top in the air 

kelli-: facing the boys 

D r a z: catches  the top and slipsit in her tank top 

D r a z: mymy  

kelli-: tight thin little bandeau just covering  

Saberdragon: ~ grins and stares into her eyes ~ 



kelli-: arms out.. shimmying to the new beat 

karate820: looks up at her....such a lithe figure  

kelli-: arms slowly rise 

kelli-: hand clasp over my head  

kelli-: head swivels between my arms 

kelli-: laffs out loud 

gerrymac55: watches intently at the dancing 

kelli-: arms move down and out 

kelli-: head turns left and right 

kelli-: body bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: the little bandeau barely keeping up 

kelli-: hands move down my body  

kelli-: one on my tummie 

D r a z: grins  watching the young body move to the beat 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hair flying  

kelli-: yells OWW!!!  

gerrymac55: crosses legs to hid his "growing" interest in kelli's dancing 

kelli-: jumps to a stand infront of you 

kelli-: arms out as the music changes 

karate820: hehe...shifts in the barstool  

gerrymac55: watches....drool a bit 

D r a z: watches as the heavy beat  drives through kelli   

kelli-: picks up the new beat 

kelli-: rockin left and right as I dance down the bar 

Saberdragon: ~ just smiles and watches her intencity~ 

kelli-: two step run .. cartwheel .. lands on my feet infront of you dancing hard 

kelli-: spins .. flairing the skirt high 

kelli-: stops with my back to you 

kelli-: hips moving hard to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: bouncing the the beat 

karate820: peeks under the flared skirt  

gerrymac55: she does move well 

karate820: such a tight bum  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: the bandeau falls lose 

karate820: mmmm  

kelli-: wraps it around my neck  

kelli-: hands cover as I dance hard turning slowly toward you 

karate820: watches intently  

kelli-: hips swivel hard to the beat 

D r a z: smiles watching every turnand bounce  



kelli-: stop facing you with my feet apart  

kelli-: leaning back  

karate820: licks my parched lips  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

gerrymac55: tongue slips out a bit 

kelli-: swivel  

karate820: watches each thrust of the hips  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: moves around to profile 

kelli-: turns my head and watches the boys 

karate820: shifts again...  

karate820: hands on the bar  

kelli-: continues to turn my back  

kelli-: moves the bandeau back into place 

D r a z: smiles at  the sexy  look   

Saberdragon: ~ smirks and keeps his eyes locked on hers 

kelli-: spins and flairs the skirt high 

kelli-: breaks into a steady strutt 

kelli-: down the bar 

kelli-: extra swivel in the hips 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and swirls around and around 

kelli-: leans back as the wrap skirt opens around my thighs 

kelli-: holds the pole with one hand .. my legs wrapped under me 

kelli-: the other hand pops the button 

kelli-: skirt falls to the floor 

kelli-: lets go with my hand and leans back 

kelli-: hips hump the pole to the new beat 

kelli-: stretching upside down .. legs wrapped  

D r a z: eyes watching those thighs and the pole .....sexy little thing  

karate820: damn..  

kelli-: hand stand against the pole 

kelli-: hips grinding my butt against the pole 

kelli-: flips to my feet  

lchome: scoots close to Phedre in his seat and plays with her hair, motioning towards Kelli's dancing  

kelli-: skips up the bar into a cartwheel and lands infront of the boys  

ratherbe: watches kelli's pole dancewith intense interest  

kelli-: just the beandeau and tiny black thong 

Saberdragon: ~ smiles as he watches her ~ 

kelli-: body moving hard.. hair flying 

kelli-: slowly turning as the hair flys 

ratherbe: looks kelli up and down. yum yum  

kelli-: leaning way forward .. shaking my ass to the rhythm 

D r a z: turns the lights lower as the beat changes .................. 

kelli-: straightens up 



kelli-: hands move left .. then right .. then left .. then right 

Saberdragon: ~ watches her eye still locked to hers ~ 

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: almost bare ass flexing to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward slightly 

kelli-: slowly turning  

D r a z: watching  it all god down  

Phedre: *winks at fractalLew and sighs* 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: up high over my head 

kelli-: slinky slow S moves to the beat 

kelli-: looking up .. closing my eyes as my body swivels 

kelli-: hands moving down  

ratherbe: sits here swaying to the beat in on my stool  

kelli-: hair whips over  

Phedre: still just tired 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: head drives back and forth to the beat 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli 's moves as the beat invades her 

kelli-: then hands 

kelli-: crawls toward the edge of the bar 

kelli-: face to face with Saber 

kelli-: hair engulfs him 

Saberdragon: ~ smiles and still looks into her eyes 

kelli-: whispers 

kelli-: this is how we do it 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: kissssss 

Saberdragon: ~ leans into her ear ~  

kelli-: jumps up to my feet 

Saberdragon: I know kelli 

kelli-: slowly spins  

kelli-: slinky moves 

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

karate820: resumes my spot  

kelli-: extra wiggle in the walk 

Saberdragon: I use to come in here and dance with red sometimes 

karate820: grins at the wiggle  

D r a z: smiles at the walk  

kelli-: watching the boys 

Phedre: damn that's awesome when did you go to Egypt 



kelli-: climbs in  

kelli-: hugs the verticle bar  

kelli-: legs wrap around it 

kelli-: hips press my body into the bar 

Saberdragon: kelli love the dance thank you for the run down memory lane 

kelli-: pushing up  

kelli-: grabs a top bar 

kelli-: wraps my legs around it 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli  .........  as she dances out the tune  

kelli-: hangs upside down 

Saberdragon: ~ walks over to the cage ~ 

kelli-: the bandeau flys out 

D r a z:    catches the bandeau  

kelli-: dancing upside down  

kelli-: shimmys 

Saberdragon: ~ places two fingers to his lips and blows a kiss to kelli ~ 

Saberdragon: loved every min of it  

kelli-: flips to my feet 

kelli-: watching saber  

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist band 

kelli-: slowly turns as the thong comes off 

Saberdragon: ~ walks to the door truns to look back and winks at kelli and turns and a 

blink he was gone~ 

kelli-: shaking my ass to the beat 

kelli-: profiles  

kelli-: hips move  

kelli-: circles 

kelli-: stops 

D r a z: stands and whistles.................. great dance kelli 

D r a z:  walks over to the cage and opens the door 

kelli-: climbs down 

D r a z: holds out a LAB  robe ....... 

kelli-: turns to push my arms in the robe 

D r a z:  slides the belt round and ties it 

kelli-: leans back into Draz as he ties the belt 

D r a z:  ruffles kelli's hair......great dance   

kelli-: thanx 

D r a z: smiles my pleaseure .....walks kelli over to the bar 

kelli-: moves to a chair 

 
 
kelli-: jumps down to the floor 

kelli-: shoulders move to the beat 



kelli-: upper body shimmies to the beat 

kelli-: dances down the floor between the boys 

kelli-: spins flairing the skirt 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the music 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair back  

Gabriela92: watches Kelli glide smoothly across the floor... 

kelli-: does a little dance 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: breaks into hard dance 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: slowly turns 

D r a z: here we go  ,............. gonna be a hellova show  

kelli-: works the beat  

kristiann41: hehe 

kelli-: body rockin to the rhythm 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands up  

kelli-: wild dance  

kelli-: hair flying 

Gabriela92: work it, Kelli!!! 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: air guitar 

indyjones42: moving well kelli 

kelli-: swivels my body 

kelli-: hard dance 

D r a z:  rocke  the joint way its supposed to be  

kelli-: whipping my hair around 

kelli-: moving to the new beat 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar, feet apart 

indyjones42: tapping the beat 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: shimmy  

kelli-: head moving the the beat.. hair flying 

kelli-: flips my hair back 

kelli-: leans back 

Gabriela92: she's America's Sweetheart.... 

kelli-: left leg pounding the beat  

sweet treasure: *smiles and turns so i can see kelli as she dances* 

kelli-: smiles at Gab and sweet 



kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

kelli-: moves to the beat 

kelli-: legs dancing hard 

kelli-: lifting them high 

kelli-: works my hands high  

sweet treasure: covers my mouth so not to say anything 

kelli-: body swivels  

kelli-: shakes my bootay 

kelli-: works my body hard 

sweet treasure: *winks at kelli.....nice moves there* 

kelli-: spins flairing the shirt high 

kelli-: shakes my bootay at sweet and Gab  

kelli-: winds a kristiann 

sweet treasure: trys to swat the cute butt 

kelli-: winks 

kristiann41: winks at kelli 

kelli-: moves quickly  

sweet treasure: giggles  

Gabriela92: crinkles up my nose and giggles at the booty shake.... 

kelli-: shakes my finger back and forth at sweet 

kelli-: body moves to the steady beat 

kelli-: spins  

sweet treasure: smiles stands and turns my back to her wiggles my hips as i look at her in 

the mirror 

kelli-: flairs 

Gabriela92: Gonna make ya mooooooove... gonna make ya feel the beat, Baby!!!!! 

kelli-: rocks my hips 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: high over my head 

sweet treasure: winks at gabi shakes my hair down my back as my shoulders shimmy 

side to side 

kelli-: swings my hips in slinky S moves 

kelli-: leans back humping the air 

sweet treasure: sticks my tongue out at kalli rocks side to side and sits back down  

sweet treasure: kelli 

kelli-: thrusting my hips 

Gabriela92: feels it and squirms on the barstool, watching, and gives Sweet a wink as I 

nod my head toward Kelli... 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: leans forward .. licks my lips 

sweet treasure: whispers she sure knows how to move huh? 

kelli-: spins and moves my ass  

Mark_Question: rocking head to the beat, eyes glued to kelli 



Gabriela92: uh huh.... 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

sweet treasure: now this is a tuneeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: smiles at the naughty littlegirl 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

sweet treasure: rocks side to side on the bar stool as i watch kelli  

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

D r a z:  she knows we likeit that way 

kelli-: rips off my tank top in one quick move 

Gabriela92: purses my lips, rolling my shoulders as I glance up at the dancer on the bar. 

kelli-: spins it in the air 

sweet treasure: whistlesssssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: moves around and around 

D r a z: evening rocket  

kelli-: prancing dance 

kelli-: plants my feet  

kelli-: hips thrust  

sweet treasure: an watchs marks eyes go rolling across the floor 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: toss the top to Draz 

kelli-: leans back  

D r a z: catches and put in back pack  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: heels pounding the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: hips swivel hard 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slinky  

RocketManFL: head swivels to match kelli's swivling hips 

kelli-: smiles at Rockey..  

kelli-: struts to the edge of the bar  

RocketManFL: smiling back @ Kelli 

sweet treasure: sways to this ..smiles at gabi as kelli moves up and down the bar  

kelli-: looking down at everyone 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

D r a z: winks at  kelli ............ as she struts 

RocketManFL: watches hands intently 

kelli-: hand move inback of me 

kelli-: the skirt loosens 

kelli-: then drops to the bar 

RocketManFL: <<< whoo hoo mind meld worked 

kelli-: tiny black thong keeping me legal 

D r a z: puts the dress in the  back pack  

Gabriela92: half-closes my eyes, nodding at Kelli as I slowly lick my lips, looking her up 



and down from eyes to ankles.... 

RocketManFL: barely legal, but thats the way we like it, uh huh, thats the way we like it 

kelli-: slowly turns  

sweet treasure: winks at Rockets zedi mind tricks work on clothes 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: leans forward slightly  

RocketManFL: not always sweet, but I am willling to try again if you want 

RocketManFL: lol 

kelli-: ass cheeks bounce to the beat 

RocketManFL: enjoys bouncing ass cheeks 

RocketManFL: so freakin sexy 

kelli-: glancing ove my shoulder 

kelli-: back facing you 

kelli-: feet apart 

RocketManFL: smiling 

sweet treasure: bobs my head with the beat.....my eyes never leaving the ass as it sways 

back and forth over my head* 

Gabriela92: shoulders sliding one way, head leaning the other, as I sway watching 

Kelli.... 

kelli-: thumbs hook the waist  

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: waist band rolls down 

kelli-: hips roll to match 

RocketManFL: << mind working over time 

kelli-: hands moving over my skin 

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

kelli-: profile glance 

sweet treasure: *sucks on a peice of ice to keep my tongue busy as my eyes follow her 

every move* 

kelli-: smiles and winks 

Gabriela92: Imagines the feel of the fingertips gliding over that skin.... 

kelli-: slowly moves to the edge of the bar 

RocketManFL: ctahes a glimpse of sweet tounging the ice 

RocketManFL: oh my 

kelli-: body shimmies 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: upper body shimmies as I lean back  

kelli-: hair falls behind me 

kelli-: leans back more 

D r a z: watches  as as kelli thrusts the hips tothe beat 

kelli-: hips moving up and down 

sweet treasure: smiles at kelli as she teases Rocket with her hips rockin with the beat  

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: body stretched  



kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: stand s  and applauds  loudly .............bravo kelli  ........ 

RocketManFL: oh myyyyyyyyyyyy 

RocketManFL: calpping 

RocketManFL: whisltes 

Gabriela92: mmmm, hmmmmm!!!!! fantastic, Kelli!!!!! wooo, hooo!!!! 

kelli-: pops up to my knees .. thanks  

kelli-: jumps up to my feet 

sweet treasure: smiles at kelli very nice  

D r a z: stands close by and holds out a LAB robe  

kelli-: slips my arms into the robe 

RocketManFL: stands clapping whislting, hollerin 

kelli-: looks up over my shoulder at Draz with a smile 

kelli-: giggles at Rockey 

RocketManFL: bows, not worthy  

D r a z:  grins  as i tie the belt round the waist .winks at kelli  

kelli-: wiggles my ass against Draz 

D r a z: laffs  

kelli-: giggles 

 

 


